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Sammanfattning 

Detta projekt har utförts tillsammans med Mälarplast, en tillverkare av plastprodukter och 

Avalon Innovation, en konsult firma som specialiserar sig på produktutveckling. Det första 

målet var att utveckla en flexibel förvaringslösning för användning inom flyg- och tågcate-

ring, genom att använda Avalons nya utvecklingsprocess, Avalon Innovation Model (AIM). 

Behovet var att kunna tillverka en basversion som kunde konfigureras till att dela av en av 

Mälarplasts lådor i fack av olika storlek. Det andra målet för projektet var att utvärdera och 

analysera hur väl AIM fungerade som en produktutvecklingsprocess samt som serviceprodukt 

för sina kunder. Detta skulle i sin tur leda till rekommendationer för fortsatt utveckling och 

förbättring av AIM. 

Genom att följa AIM utfördes användarstudier, vid servering under en tågresa och hos utrust-

ningsavdelningen vid ett flygbolag. Användarbehov som framkom under studierna rangord-

nades med hjälp av användare, köpare, säljare och tillverkare av liknande produkter. Huvud-

problemen som identifierades var: flexibilitet i form av fack samt ett behov att hålla mat vid 

jämn temperatur. Det slutgiltiga konceptet var ett ilägg i plast som kunde anpassas för olika 

fackstorlekar i den aktuella lådan. Lösningen optimerades till att passa de vanligaste glasstor-

lekarna som hittades. Resultatet presenterades som renderade bilder och ritningar från 3D 

modeller producerade i Solid Works. 

AIM analyserades genom intervjuer och diskussioner med nyckelpersoner samt utövare av 

AIM hos Avalon. Dessutom genomfördes studier av relevant teori genom vetenskapliga ar-

tiklar och andra litterära källor samt intryck från det projekt som nämndes ovan. Resultatet 

visade att AIMs beskrivningar av utvecklingsverktyg saknade tillräckliga beskrivningar av 

hur och när det skulle användas. Det saknades också en strategi för integration av funktioner 

och kunder inom AIM, något som skulle kunna leda till ineffektivitet och färre lyckade inno-

vationsprojekt. Ytterligare rekommendationer innefattade förslag på förbättringar av process 

designen samt strategin gällande hantering av iterationer av produktkoncept och idéer, genom 

att göra processen mer kvick (‖agil‖) och flexibel. Slutligen argumenteras för en tydligare 

separation av produkten AIM och processen AIM. Detta rekommenderades för att förbättra 

fokus på erbjudandet till kunder samt information som är ämnad åt produktutvecklare.  
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Abstract 

This project has been carried out in cooperation with Mälarplast, a manufacturer of plastic 

products, and Avalon Innovation, an engineering consultant firm focusing on product devel-

opment. The first objective was to develop a flexible storage solution for inflight and railway 

catering, using Avalon’s new development process Avalon Innovation Model (AIM). Mälar-

plast had realized a need for a product which they could produce as one solution which could 

be configured to divide their drawers, used by airline and railway caterers, into pockets of 

different sizes. The second objective was to evaluate and analyze how well AIM worked as a 

product development tool and process as well as a service product. With the intention of 

providing recommendations for improvements for further development of the model, both in 

terms of a service product and as product development process. 

Proceeding according to AIM, user studies at caterers, during service on a train and at an air-

line utility department were performed. User needs identified during these studies were 

ranked with the help of users, buyers, sellers and manufacturers of these kinds of products. 

Two main problems were found, these were: flexibility in terms of pocket sizes and a need to 

keep food at an even temperature during transport. The final concept was for a flexible plastic 

inlay that creates pockets in the specified drawer. It was optimized to hold the most common 

glass sizes reported by contacted airlines.  

AIM was analyzed through interviews and discussions with key personnel and practitioners of 

AIM at Avalon. Theoretical studies through scientific articles and other literature resources as 

well as impressions from the project mentioned above were also used. The result showed that 

AIM was not well described in terms of when and where the specified development tools 

should be used as well as how. Further, a lack of functional integration of teams and custom-

ers in AIM was found, which could make the process less than optimal in terms of efficiency 

and innovation success. Recommendations offered including improvements of the process’s 

layout and strategy in terms of handling iterations of product concepts and ideas, by making 

the process more agile and flexible. Also a better separation between AIM the product and 

AIM the process is recommended in order to improve the focus of the offer to customers as 

well as the information given to developers.  
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0.1 Introduction 
As a master thesis project in Integrated Product Development within the educational program 

Design and Product Realization at the Royal Institute of Technology (Kungliga Tekniska 

Högskolan, KTH) the author sought for a project involving product and process development. 

The foundation of such a project was found trough two companies; Avalon Innovation and 

Mälarplast AB. 

0.1.1 Background 
Mälarplast had realized a need for a solution where they could produce a product which man-

aged to divide their drawers (used by airline and railway caterers) into pockets of different 

sizes. Mälarplast produced plastic drawers for the inflight and railway catering market. These 

drawers are used to store items such as food, cutlery, plates and various items used onboard. 

The drawers were stored in the galley carts or trolleys used when serving passengers. 

In parallel, Avalon Innovation was interested in evaluating their newly developed product 

development model, Avalon Innovation Model (AIM). As AIM was new both in terms of 

being a service to Avalon’s costumers and a project model Avalon was interested in investi-

gating potential benefits, flaws and aspects of improvement surrounding it. With a thesis work 

conducting a project using AIM there was an opportunity to evaluate the process further. 

The Companies 

Here follows a short presentation of the two companies involved in the project. The back-

ground information regarding Mälarplast was also compiled and used during the project in 

accordance with the chosen project model. 

Mälarplast AB 

Mälarplast is a producer and supplier of plastic details both for company owned products and 

for ordered production (Mälarplast, 2012). The main methods of production are injection 

molding and form pressing of plastics. The company is part of a family owned corporation 

based in Eskilstuna, Sweden.   

Sister companies, Augusth Lundh and Armeringsdistanser AB, are in charge of selling and 

marketing products produced by Mälarplast, such as cutlery, plates and trays for catering and 

restaurant kitchens. The combined turnover totals approximately SEK30 million with a profit 

of about SEK1 million as of 2011, according to ―Allabolag.se1‖. 

Mälarplast had until this stage manufactured and sold the drawers in question through whole-

sale dealers, with an internal sales person keeping the contact and expanding the network of 

dealers. The product had also been shown at several exhibitions aimed at the airline and rail-

way industries. 

                                                 

1
 http://www.allabolag.se/om ; a service for researching public company information in Sweden. 

http://www.allabolag.se/om
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Avalon Innovation 

Avalon Innovation is a consulting firm which operates within several areas such as product 

development, Product Lifecycle Management systems (PLM) and Information Systems 

(Avalon Innovation, 2012). Avalon specializes in innovation in all of these areas, which 

means that they specialize in bringing product ideas to market. Today (2013) Avalon has 

close to 300 employees working in Sweden, Denmark and Norway. 

The Project 

Customers had approached Mälarplast with different kinds of glasses and wished for storage 

solutions. Mälarplast currently only provides a limited number of drawers with pockets spe-

cialized for glasses, called glass racks, with fixed pocket sizes. This was therefore a need 

Mälarplast could not accommodate. Producing new racks with different sizes was not eco-

nomically viable, since creating individually specialized tools for manufacturing would be too 

expensive. Due to this Mälarplast realized that a solution that would enable them to produce a 

single product, which could then be configured to accommodate for all different glass sizes, 

could be a profitable business opportunity. 

As the need for flexibility alone was not directly compatible to investigate the full AIM pro-

cess (which deals with the full product development process) it was decided that the thesis 

project should take a holistic view on the product. This meant that the project should start 

from scratch and investigate the needs and problems surrounding the drawer and not just 

flexibility. 

With these changes the project seemed to be of a manageable scope for AIM and it was de-

cided that it should work as a case study for the innovation model. However, the model was 

created with the purpose of being a unifying process through which Avalon could run devel-

opment projects within any and all areas of product innovation, be it mechanical, software, 

services or processes. Because of this the evaluation and analysis of AIM was also analyzed 

with regards to a theoretical framework as well as experiences by AIM practitioners at 

Avalon. 

0.1.2 Objective 
The objective of the first part of the thesis project was: To develop a flexible storage solution 

for inflight and railway catering, using the AIM-process. In addition the project should: ―Pro-

duce an evaluation and impressions of AIM when used in a product development project‖. 

This first part is commonly referred to as ―the case‖ throughout the report. The second part of 

the project should: Analyze AIM through theoretical and practical investigations into the 

model‟s advantages and disadvantages for innovation projects within the relevant business 

areas. With the result of the analysis, the project should then provide recommendations for 

improvements and further development of the model. 
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In short the project should produce a product concept that was possible to manufacture in-

cluding: 

 a CAD model, 

 rendered pictures, 

 drawings, 

 an evaluation and analysis of AIM as a tool for product development, based on theory 

as well as the author’s own and other practitioners’ impressions, 

 recommendations for improvements and further development of AIM. 

0.1.3 Delimitations 
Due to limitations in time and resources; such as planning to finish the project during autumn 

and no money for building prototypes; certain delimitations to the scope of the project was 

necessary. During the project, the author did not: 

 Test or build a prototype of the concept. 

 Specifically consider solutions that would work on other manufacturers’ drawers, 

since resources to test and study other products were not present. 

 Use real competitive products during competition analysis, due to resource constraints. 

 Perform a deep market analysis such as surveys or similar in order to find important 

market trends, in order to save time and Mälarplast was considered knowledgeable in 

this area.  

 Take other standards than the ATLAS standard into account when considering the 

solution. 

 Considered areas such as environmentally friendly production or materials. 

 Make any analysis regarding the choice of material or production method, as Mälar-

plast was considered experts in the area the author would not be required to make any 

such choices. 

The project would not aim to actually release a product but to present a 3D concept. Omitting 

this final part in product development meant that the full implementation of AIM would not 

be fully realized.  

For the process study of AIM the author limited the study to include only the mentioned case, 

available theory and a questionnaire amongst practitioners of AIM at Avalon.  

For neither of the areas, product development nor AIM analysis, has a thorough investigations 

been made of the respective markets. As it was believed to take too much time to administer 

surveys and to find relevant respondents such activities were omitted 
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0.2 Introduction to AIM 
AIM is deduced from several different sources, such as Avalon’s employees and past experi-

ence in product development projects. AIM structures product development in three main 

episodes, insight, ideation and implementation. This is to ensure a deep understanding of the 

problem at hand and to package it in a way that is easily understandable. It is used as a selling 

point to customers who will get a good picture of Avalon Innovation’s process. 

During the project Avalon Innovation’s product development process Avalon Innovation 

Model, AIM, was studied and analyzed with the intention of finding its advantages and disad-

vantages as an innovation model. Avalon sees the model as both a project model and a service 

product to their customers; it was therefore analyzed as such. 

AIM is design to be an efficient product development process that takes the market and prod-

uct life as well as the customer and user into account. Its purpose is to be universal and possi-

ble to use in development of any kind of product, be it mechanical, software or service, with 

little or no change. 

One goal with AIM is to embrace an understanding of the problem from all important per-

spectives before trying to solve it. Another goal is to integrate the customer company with 

Avalon’s work in order to keep the value and result of the service clear throughout the pro-

cess. This is done in order to create products that solve the intended, and sometimes unclear, 

needs and problems in a better way than without AIM.  



 

1. Product Development Theory 

Setting the theoretical framework 

To be able to make an informed analysis of AIM, as well as carry out 

an efficient product development process, theory regarding processes, 

methods and tools have been studied. Several different types of pro-

cesses have been studied to be able to fairly analyze AIM. To be able 

to analyze AIM for all types of products, theory of service design, soft-

ware design and mechanical design has been considered. 

Tools and methods regarding generation and choice of ideas have 

been studied depending on what tools were used during the project. 

Theories dealing with user involvement, market orientation and how 

to manage the early stages of product development, since AIM is an 

innovation model focused particularly in these areas.  

Since AIM is also a service to Avalon‟s customers, theory regarding 

service products and quality in such has been researched. 
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1.1 Introduction 
The development of new products, services and systems and the process of bringing them to 

market can be driven by several different factors (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). 

These drivers could be describes as; technical drivers, i.e. a new ideas based on technology; 

market drivers, i.e. demands from customers; and governmental drivers, i.e. laws and regula-

tions. Marked driven development seem to be most common and lead to smaller incremental 

changes, while technically driven innovation seem to promote more radical changes. Either 

which way is chosen there are many factors that determine the success of your product devel-

opment efforts. 

1.2 General Process 
Commonly one begins with requirements, needs problems or an idea that one believe could be 

solved with a new product (Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). These requirements are 

often the result of an analysis of the marketplace, customers and competition. To solve and 

satisfy these requirements, ideas and concepts of finished solutions are created. These are later 

evaluated on how well they fulfill the, afore mentioned, requirements as well as economic 

factors, such as cost to make the product. When the best concept has been conceived the 

detailed design and construction of the product begins. 

In summary the product development process is generally described as a creative process 

where a large amount of ideas is generated, evaluated and screened until only one remains 

(Österling, 2007; Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004; Ullman, 2010). A common 

illustration of the product development process can be seen in Figure 1. Before this creative 

process there is usually a pre-study or an effort to understand the problem. Afterwards there is 

a design phase where the creative concept is realized as a product and later launched. 

 
Figure 1 – The general description of the product development process‟ creative process. According to Ulrich 

and Eppinger (2012, p. 14). 
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1.3 Processes for Product Development 
Product development processes should have three key features; they should be iterative, inte-

grative and innovative (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). Often a problem is not 

solved at the first attempt which means that one will need to go back and redo, or improve on, 

solutions.  

A product development process has many points of contacts with other processes, both within 

the company, such as manufacturing, logistics and marketing processes, but also with pro-

cesses and contexts outside of the company, such as suppliers and customers (Johannesson, 

Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). This means that communication and interface with the 

surrounding environment is important. 

1.3.1 Stage Gate 
Stage-Gate processes, as described by Cooper (1990), are linear development processes, as 

seen in Figure 2. Each stage of the process contains the activities (executed in parallel rather 

than sequential order) needed to achieve a set number of deliverables, such as developing 

concepts or creating models, which together will bring the project to the next stage. 

Between stages there are gates. In a gate, decisions regarding the continuation of the project 

are made by management and the project group (Cooper R. G., 1990). These decisions could 

be to; continue, stop or temporarily suspend the project. If the project should continue there 

are two ways to go, either forward to the next stage or redo the current stage. These decisions 

should be based on the quality of the deliverables, the project’s economic status and business 

opportunities for the company.  

 

Figure 2 – A Generic Stage-Gate process (Phillips, Neailey, & Broughton, 1999) 

The generic stages are, as stated by Phillips, Neailey and Broughton (1999): 

1. Preliminary concept development, where needs are identified, business case devel-

oped and a product concept generated;  

2. Design and development, where the products functions and design are decided and 

identified for the whole product and the subsystems; 

3. Validation, in which the product is tested to the specification and improved if neces-

sary; 

4. In-service product support, where the product is launched, monitored and maintained. 

The final gate in the generic process, see Figure 2, is a periodic gate where the products 

performance is monitored (Phillips, Neailey, & Broughton, 1999). Cooper (1990) pushes the 

importance of senior management being committed to the project and the formation of project 

groups that follow the process from start to goal. 

Stage 1 G 1 Stage 2 G 2 Stage 3 G 3 Stage 4 G 4 
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Figure 3 – The waterfall-model as described 

by Royce (1970) with a verification step after 

each stage for iterative development. Design 

interpreted by the author. 

Comparing variations of stage-gate processes where stages were added and modified (from 

the generic model) Philips, Neailey and Broughton (1999) argue that adding more stages and 

gates early in the cycle (in stage 1 and 2) is beneficial since it is costly to make changes in 

later stages. This way could ensure that potential misses and costly re-doings are avoided, 

thus raising efficiency and lowering development costs.  

1.3.2 Waterfall Model 
Within software development, the stage-gate process model can in many cases be compared 

to a waterfall process (Karlström & Runeson, 2005; Petersen, Wohlin, & Baca, 2009), where 

each stage, as seen in Figure 3, must be concluded before moving on to the next stage as de-

scribed by Royce (1970). 

The model described by Royce in the 70’s included 

verification step after each stage to promote an itera-

tive development, see Figure 3. The verification step 

has since then, at times, been omitted when describ-

ing the waterfall model, as in Figure 4 (Tessmer & 

Wedman, 1990), as also noted by Larman and Basili 

(2003). 

 

Figure 4 – Sequential Waterfall model 

The most frequent criticism towards the waterfall 

model has been its innate restrictions towards 

changes in requirements and fixed specifications 

(Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001; Boehm, 1988). Even 

with these restrictions, and the availability of agile 

development, waterfall development has enjoyed 

popularity well into the 00’s (Neill & Laplante, 

2003). 
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1.3.3 Agile Product Development 
As a reaction to and critique of the waterfall driven product development (of software) Beck, 

et al. (2001) produced the ―Manifesto for Agile Software Development‖, also referred to as 

―the Agile Manifesto‖, in which they stated that development should prioritize: 

“INDIVIDUALS AND INTERACTIONS over processes and tools 

WORKING SOFTWARE over comprehensive documentation 

CUSTOMER COLLABORATION over contract negotiation 

RESPONDING TO CHANGE over following a plan” (Beck, et al., 2001) 

In their manifesto they do not dismiss the processes, tools, documentations and plans however 

they state that the flexibility and collaboration with customers as well as the working proto-

types are more important. From this several methods and processes has evolved 

(Abrahamsson, Warsta, Siponen, & Ronkainen, 2003) the most widely reported on being 

SCRUM, which is described below (Schwaber, 1995). 

Turk, France and Rumpe (2002) list possible limitations, where agile methods might not be 

optimal, such as: if team members are not at the same location, if teams grow large and if the 

product is complex with many subsystems. There is, however, evidence that agile methods 

produce better code and that practitioners find it more satisfying and are more productive 

compared to non-agile methods, such as waterfall and stage-gate models, as reported by Dybå 

and Dingsøyr (2008). 

The SCRUM Model  

The SCRUM-model, seen in Figure 5, was originally described by Schwaber (1995) and has 

been continuously maintained and updated (Sutherland, 2012). The heart of SCRUM is the 

iterative development, where project teams (usually between five-nine people) work in 

blocks, called sprints, which usually last between two to four weeks. Tasks to work on during 

sprints are collected in the sprint backlog and what tasks to work on are discussed with the 

product owner. One prioritizes the most important functions in the product backlog. The 

sprint backlog should not be changed during sprints. 

Apart from the product owner and the team there is the SCRUM master (Sutherland, 2012) 

whose function is to help the team, guide and protect them from changes, which could come 

from stakeholders, product owners, during the sprint and not lead or point the team in a par-

ticular direction.  

The team should be self-organizing and during sprints the team and the SCRUM master will 

have daily meetings where team members present, to each other, what has been done and 

what will be done until the next meeting (Sutherland, 2012). At the end of a sprint the team 

and product owner should exchange information the progress on each other’s end (Sutherland, 

2012). The team should also have a working demo of the product, so far, with the new fea-

tures implemented. Features that for some reason are not fully implemented should not be 

demoed. Key point is that there should be communication between developers and stakehold-

ers.  
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Figure 5 – Visual description of the SCRUM model (Sutherland, 2010). 

For more information readers are encouraged to read Jeff Sutherland's Scrum Handbook 

(2010) and The Scrum Papers: Nut, Bolts, and Origins of an Agile Framework (2012). 

Agile Hardware Development 

Requirements in product development often changes over the time of the project (Almefelt, 

Berglund, Nilsson, & Malmqvist, 2006). It has therefore been suggested that agile develop-

ment could be beneficial for hardware development as well (Punkka, 2012). The suggestion is 

that in hardware design and construction use the prototyping as a means of experimenting 

with designs and concepts rather than verifying a finished design. Such prototypes could for 

example be sketches, physical or digital 3D models, partial prototypes or simulations. 

The benefits from this approach, Punkka (2012) argues, would be that cost for prototyping is 

loaded to the front of development rather than the end, thus working as insurance for costly 

rework at the end of the development cycle. High flexibility has been shown to be very effec-

tive in lowering development time (Thomke & Reinertsen, 1998). Punkka (2012) suggest that 

such an approach to development would be particularly effective when dealing with design 

projects where software and hardware meets in the same product.  
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1.4 Effective & Successful product development 
Three of the most important factors for product success are said to be: the products ability to 

satisfy customer needs and requirements; that the product is introduced at the right time; and 

sold at the right price (Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). Cooper and Kleinschmidt 

(1987) found that Product advantage over the competition made the success of a new product 

far more likely. In that term they included factors like quality, unique benefits, capability of 

reducing customers’ costs, innovativeness, perceived product superiority and ability to solve 

customers’ problems. 

1.4.1 Pre- & Initial Phases 
In the beginning of a product development project, during the pre- or feasibility study and 

concept generation, most of the product’s costs in terms of production, service and other fu-

ture actions related to the product are settled (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). In 

fact as much as 70-80% of the total manufacturing cost of a product can be traced to the initial 

phases (Ullman, 2010). This means that putting effort into these phases can save a lot of 

money for the company and, if prices can be kept at the current level, also earn money. 

A product’s lifetime starts during the planning and pre-study phase of product development 

and ends with the product being phased out when it no longer is profitable (Pahl, Beitz, 

Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). The first part, planning and development, is characterized by 

costs. Generally, a product goes through an introduction, earning money during a maturity 

and growth period until reach saturation and a decline (with a possibility of one or several 

recovery period/-s) before being phased out. 

The Fuzzy Front-End 

Kim and Wilemon (2002) define the fuzzy front-end (FFE) to include the period from when 

an opportunity is first spotted, or an idea initially conceived, until a concept is ready for de-

tailed development. As the name suggests this period in product development is characterized 

by a lot of uncertainty about quality of ideas, needs and potential for commercialization. The 

uncertainty has its base in the market, technology, capabilities and product fit. To counter this 

and increase the success rate of product development Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1987) sug-

gested one put extensive resources into a well-executed pre-study. 

As no front end is exactly like the other, Nobelius and Trygg (2002) suggests that a complete 

mapping of the front process is impossible. However, they do emphasize the need for cross-

functional cooperation and flexibility to make the front-end process suite the task ahead.  

Even with the uncertainty and differences in project characteristics some subjects seem con-

tinuously important for dealing with the FFE, these subjects include cooperation between 

functions, holistic view of the market, experienced and knowledgeable leadership and 

user/customer involvement (Kim & Wilemon, 2002; Alam, 2006). Khurana and Rosenthal 

(1998) also showed that there need to be a synergy between product concepts in the FFE and 

business and product strategy as well as continuous core team and management communica-

tion and support.  
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1.4.2 Market Orientation 
Market orientation is a term describing an organization’s view of and relationship with the 

market. According to Narver & Slater (1990) this term is standing on three main pillars;  

 Customer orientation, where one would strive for sufficient understanding of one’s 

target buyer and the customers’ value chain as well as current and future needs. 

 Competitor orientation, to know the competitions current and potential future 

strengths and weaknesses though their capabilities and strategies. 

 Inter-functional coordination, where every function (from marketing to production) 

in the firm is involved in creating value for customers. 

Others (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990) have combined customer and competitor orientation into one 

variable ―Intelligence generation‖ and added additional pillars: Responsiveness parameter 

(Narver, Slater, & MacLachlan, 2004; Kohli & Jaworski, 1990), referring to how quickly the 

organization reacts to the market’s needs and changes; and Proactive market orientation 

(Narver, Slater, & MacLachlan, 2004), which refer to latent market needs. 

Several studies have shown that organizations with high market orientation will enjoy higher 

profitability (Narver & Slater, 1990; Kohli & Jaworski, 1990; Slater & Narver, 2000). It is 

also an important factor in enhancing product performance (Carbonell & Rodríguez Escudero, 

2010; Atuahene-Gima, 1995; Narver, Slater, & MacLachlan, 2004). 

Market oriented organization will, according to Narver and Slater (1990), make decisions on 

the following two criteria; long-term focus, on implementation of the three pillars and result-

ing profit; and also, profitability since this is the goal of market orientation, and business.  

Market Orientation in Innovation  

Knowing the market and knowing what the competition offers can be a great contribution to 

the success of a new product (Atuahene-Gima, 1995). This is especially true when it comes to 

incremental new product development. Kok and Biemans (2009) argue that implementing 

market orientation to one’s innovation process is a matter of introducing knowledge, of both 

the market you are operating in and the own company’s qualifications in processes and prod-

ucts, into your process. 

The long-term perspective of market orientation implies that management should, due to risk-

taking being essential to product development, accept and support occasional failures of inno-

vation efforts (Carbonell & Rodríguez Escudero, 2010; Jaworski & Kohli, 1993), since the 

positive aspects on profitability of market orientation should out weight these failures in the 

long run. 

Focus on customers and competition coupled with integration between departments, where 

information is shared and used, will likely increase innovation speed (Carbonell & Rodríguez 

Escudero, 2010). Integration in product development processes is discussed in the section 

―Integrated Product Development‖ on page 13. It is likely that with experience responsiveness 

to the information gathered regarding the market will also be positive for innovation speed.  
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Competition Analysis 

As mentioned competition orientation (analysis) is a major part of market orientation. Bergen 

& Peteraf (2002) divides the task in two, identifying competitors and analyzing by compare 

their capabilities to satisfy the same customer needs. According to Pugh (1990) there are sev-

eral sources one should consult to gather competitive data for your analysis. Main sources 

could be patent searches, reference materials (such as catalogues) and specifications from 

competitors. 

Customer Value Focus 

If market orientated, the firm has a focus on adding as much value as possible, e.g. by reduc-

ing use cost, lowering price or make the product more effective (Narver & Slater, 1990). Cus-

tomers could be described as all persons and functions involved in getting the product to the 

end user and also maintenance of the product (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).  

Analyzing the customer value chain involves breaking down the product’s business model to 

unearth who the important customers are and how they connect with each other (Donaldson, 

Ishii, & Sheppard, 2006). When customers’ roles and their related flows of money, material, 

and information are identified one should choose the critical customers and identify their 

needs. 

Traps & Opportunities 

There are levels of how much a firm should focus on the different pillars of market orientation 

in product innovation. Lukas & Ferrell (2000) showed that firms might be inclined to release 

products that only extend their current product line if they are not competitor oriented enough 

and too inter-functional coordinated. Also they saw that being too competitor oriented while 

not customer oriented nor inter-functional coordinated enough could lead to more imitation of 

competitors. 

In order to increase the chance of creating new, breakthrough, innovations it is suggested that 

one should take careful measures, to be more customer oriented while being less fixated with 

competition (Lukas & Ferrell, 2000). 

1.4.3 Integrated Product Development 
The fundamentals of integrated product development are the principles of cooperation be-

tween all relevant functions and departments during the whole development process (cross-

functional teams), as well as parallel (concurrent) development tasks (Johannesson, Persson, 

& Pettersson, 2004; Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). The concept’s goal is to reduce 

unnecessary rework and find problems as early as possible in the development cycle, and 

thereby increase quality as well as shorten lead times.  

Since product development means taking on new tasks, where the technology and/or market 

could be unknown for the company, and where there potentially are a lot of external sources 

for information (that decisions should be based upon) it can be a risky endeavor (Gemser & 

Leenders, 2011). Cross-functional cooperation has been shown to increase the success rate 

and successfully lower risk in innovation efforts in a fashion shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 – Successful strategies for reducing risk by level of integration (Gemser & Leenders, 2011, p. 35) 

In order to carry out integrated product development successfully each member of the devel-

opment team should have the same technical language and terminology (Hirunyawipada, 

Beyerlein, & Blankson, 2010; Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). This, together with 

shared knowledge of product development, the process and expertise within the individual 

function, ensures that there is some common ground. 

An important part of reaching this common ground is to have clear, and agreed upon, goals 

and tasks (Hirunyawipada, Beyerlein, & Blankson, 2010). This is a key factor to a cross-func-

tional team’s ability to cooperate in a way that takes advantage of, and spread, the individual 

tacit knowledge in the group.  

Integration When & Where? 

Corporation between different functions in the product development process has been shown 

to increase project efficiency (Swink, Talluri, & Pandejpong, 2006), the success and quality of 

products, both technically and commercially (Sohlenius, 1992; Ettlie, 1997) as well as raising 

the level innovation (Koufteros, Vonderembse, & Doll, 2001). 

Cooperation between R&D and marketing, during the full product development, has been 

shown to be a positive factor for product development performance (Ernst, Hoyer, & 

Rübsaamen, 2010). For remaining functions there are reasons to be selective of when to pro-

mote integration. During the early stages, like pre-studies and concept development, it has 

been shown that performance will increase if the sales function is also heavily involved 

(Olson, Walker Jr., Ruekert, & Bonner, 2001; Ernst, Hoyer, & Rübsaamen, 2010). 

Depending on project type, high innovation (completely new product lines or technologies) or 

low innovation (upgrades to the product line), one should be selective on involvement of op-

erations (i.e. manufacturing and suppliers) during the early phases of product development 

(Olson, Walker Jr., Ruekert, & Bonner, 2001). During highly innovative projects operations 

influence on decisions might need to be limited, since they might shoot down innovative ideas 

that might seem hard to manufacture at the time. However, during low-innovation product 

development projects their influence seems to have a very positive impact on product devel-

opment performance. 
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Later through the product development process, where details on design and construction are 

decided and launch is approaching, product development success seem to be more likely if 

cooperation between sales and R&D continue while cooperation between sales and marketing 

decrease (Ernst, Hoyer, & Rübsaamen, 2010). Marketing should on the other hand strive to 

cooperate much with Operations at this time the of product development project (Olson, 

Walker Jr., Ruekert, & Bonner, 2001). The cooperation patterns that seem most beneficial for 

product development projects can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Cooperation patterns for successful product development. Colors correspond to the desired level 

of cooperation, from high (green) to low (red). The blue indicates that in high innovation projects 

corporation should be low and reversed for low innovation projects. 

Cooperation pattern Early Late 

R&D – Sales   

R&D – Operations   

R&D – Marketing   

Sales – Operations N/A N/A 

Sales – Marketing   

Operations – Marketing   

1.4.4 User Involvement 
Several studies have given support for involving users as sources for solutions and ideas for 

new innovations, ranging from users in high-tech fields with expert users (von Hippel, 1976) 

and radical innovation (Lettl, 2007) to hobbyist users (Kotro, 2007) and low-tech products 

(Herstatt & von Hippel, 1991). 

Understanding of the user and their needs is imperative to product development and innova-

tion. It is one of the most important factors to making successful products (Rothwell, 

Freeman, Horlsey, Jervis, Robertson, & Townsend, 1974; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987). A 

way to enable such understanding is to involve the users into the innovation process. 

Plenty of users have ideas for innovations and many even take the step to improve upon ex-

isting product. As many as 10-40% of users innovates and improves upon existing product 

(von Hippel, 2005). It has been shown that users can come up with both creative, original and, 

for the market, valuable ideas (Kristensson, Gustafsson, & Archer, 2004; von Hippel, 2005). 

An important perspective in user involvement, and in product development as a whole, is cost. 

The difficulty and cost of transferring tacit knowledge has often been noted and discussed 

(Kyläheiko, Jantunen, Puumalainen, & Luukka, 2011; Davenport, De Long, & Beers, 1998). 

As user and customer needs are clearly tacit in nature, since the underlying need to a problem 

can be hard to describe, this information must be handled properly.  
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Sticky Information 

Determining the stickiness of information is to determine how expensive information is to 

transfer between persons or locations in a, for the recipient, usable form (i.e. for problem 

solving and/or turn it into knowledge) (von Hippel, 1994). This kind of information could be 

knowledge of a company specific method or, as is the focus of this work, customer needs.  

Lettl (2007) observes in his research that it was more efficient to integrate the users into the 

innovation process rather than attempt to transfer the sticky information of user needs to the 

development teams.  

Lead User Theory 

Von Hippel (1986) defined ―lead users‖ of a product (process or service) as users who, in an 

early phase, experience needs that the common marketplace has not yet experienced (and will 

not for months or maybe years). These users should also have much to gain from obtaining 

solutions to these needs to be classified as lead users (Herstatt & von Hippel, 1991). For 

example a sign on high expectations of benefit would be users starting to innovate on their 

own. 

The working process for implementing lead users into the development process, according to 

von Hippel (1986), is as follows: 

1. Identify an important market or technical trend, 

2. Identify lead users who fit the definition, 

3. Analyze data covering the users’ needs, 

4. Adapt and bring solutions to lead user needs to the general market. 

There are great opportunities to save money on involving lead users, Herstatt and von Hippel 

(1991) observed a difference between similar development projects to be 50% in the lead user 

method’s advantage. Also, innovations originating from lead users have been shown to be 

more commercially attractive (Franke, von Hippel, & Schreier, 2006). 

How to Involve Users 

It is not certain that the user involved necessarily has to be an expert on the technology used. 

In fact being new to the subject can prevent ideas to fall under established patterns. 

(Kristensson, Matthing, & Johansson, 2008). Users to involve in the process can be found in 

markets that are similar to the current market and they do not necessarily need to be custom-

ers (von Hippel, 2005). 

Kristensson, Matthing and Johansson (2008) suggest that one should not rely solely on brain-

storming but observe users in real, everyday-life-situations much in the same way as argued 

by Ulwick (2002). Ulwick (2008) also proposes that a product developer should identify prob-

lems for the customer in eight steps as seen in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 – Ulwick‟s (2008) map for customer centered innovation. 

Crowdsourcing is another way of getting users involved and has been researched by, amongst 

others, Barbham (2008). Here users and customers suggest solutions, ideas and designs di-

rectly to the manufacturer. Customers may also, as a community, select the suggestions that 

appeal the most. The manufacturer will then produce the most promising products.  

Von Hippel (2005) has, within the lead user theory, suggested a future model where users 

innovate and do the creative work of defining new products, thereby reducing companies to 

producers rather than developers. This should make innovation more successful since the lead 

users, in theory, would provide solutions and needs that present opportunities, which are 

likely to become sought after by a greater market. However, Ogawa and Piller (2006) argue 

that, though users should be incorporated into the process, final decision should always be 

based on product strategies and company visions and done by product management. 

Testing & Feedback 

It is beneficial to let users test iterations of the product throughout the whole development 

process (August, 2004). This will ensure that the intended market find the product both usable 

and useful (i.e. if it solves a real problem).  This could be done for early ideas through rapid 

prototyping and even with simple mock-ups. Sandmeier (2009) argues that such proceedings 

will likely result in a higher degree of newness in the finished product. 
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1.5 Tools & Methods 
The following section describes and argues for the methods and tools used during the project.  

1.5.1 User Studies 
Ulwick (2002) propose that customer and user studies should be conducted with the goal of 

finding the underlying reasons to a particular problem. To do this he proposes that the re-

searcher should gather and concentrate on interviewees directly involved with the product. To 

be more likely to find good needs and requirements Habermeier (1990) argues that the best 

way is to actually see the product in use in its natural environment. Therefore interviews and 

observations would likely be most useful at site. Interviews could be either; structured, with a 

strict template with questions; semi-structured, where the interviewer can stray from the tem-

plate in order to gain more in-depth information regarding a subject; or unstructured, where 

there is no template, instead there are a list of topics that should be covered (Santiago, 2009). 

During the study Ulwick proposes that researchers move past any and all suggestions resem-

bling solutions and dig deeper to find what the underlying problem is. To enhance user studies 

one should complement questions and interviews with observations of the product or process 

in use (Leonard & Rayport, 1997). 

Leonard and Rayport (1997) tell us that there are several aspects of use we can learn from 

observations. Such as, new areas/triggers of use; how the user interacts with the environment; 

if the users have (intentionally or unintentionally) customized the product or process; emo-

tions and other hard-to-explain attributes of the product.  

It is difficult to say exactly how many samples that are needed in order to be fully confident in 

the results from your study, however, Small (2009) argues that one should seek saturation in 

the study. By this Small means that one should collect samples until one can, with relative 

certainty, predict the answers for the next sample. 

1.5.2 Functional Specification 
According to Ullman (2010, p. 30) a ―function is the desired output from a system that is yet 

to be designed‖. These functions can be sought among all stakeholders of the product; such as 

users, manufacturers and society (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). Österling 

(2007) also states that a functional analysis and specification can be done on an existing prod-

uct. 

Every product has a main function (MF) which is the primary reason for using the product, for 

a pen that might be to ―mark surface‖ (Österling, 2007). Notice that the remark deliberately 

do not specify how or what surface to mark, so that the functional specification will not be a 

hindrance to ideas but rather a guide for innovation. The product will also hold functions 

called sub-functions (SF), such as ―provide grip‖ for the pen, which are necessary to achieve 

the MF. Further, there will be functions that are not necessary, such as ―show brand‖, but 

might still be wanted. These are called support functions. 
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The functional specification can be presented as a list or as a functions tree, as in Figure 8 

(Österling, 2007). Either way descriptions should follow the open form presented above. 

There are times where one might want to restrict the function specification, perhaps if the 

mark should be of a certain size; such function limits borders to a specification of require-

ments. 

      
Figure 8 – Function tree for a pen, showing how sub-functions together build up a main functions. There could 

also be more layers with sub-functions to the sub-functions in a larger product system. 

1.5.3 Specification of Requirements 
The task of creating a specification of requirements is ongoing during the whole project (Pahl, 

Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007; Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). By achieving a 

good specification of requirements development times and cost might be reduced, while qual-

ity and knowledge are imbued to the product. Requirements and requirement lists are vital to 

product development and the main purpose of specifying the requirements of a product is to 

make the abstract notion of the problem more concrete.  

Nellore, Söderquist and Eriksson (1999) propose that the requirements gathered from the 

broad searches in the early phases should be compiled in a full technical specification (speci-

fication of requirements); the requirements should cover the views of all stake holders 

(Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004).  

Requirements should be classified as necessary requirements (required) and requirements 

wished for by the customer (desired) (Nellore, Söderquist, & Eriksson, 1999; Pahl, Beitz, 

Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). For more complex systems each subsystem should have require-

ment specification. Together the subsystems will build the complete product. 

According to Johannesson, Persson and Pettersson (2004) there are two types of requirements, 

functional requirements (such as ―allow access‖, often expressed in the form ―verb + noun‖) 

and limiting requirements (such as ―must comply with standard X‖ or ―no bigger than Y‖). 

Each requirement should also be testable and it is important to have a validation plan for each. 

The plan should be verified by individuals or groups with sufficient knowledge of the re-

quirement (Nellore, Söderquist, & Eriksson, 1999; Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen, & Grote, 2007). 

For larger projects each requirements should be assigned to a responsible team or person and 

potential changes should be traceable. It is also recommended that the source of the require-

ment is listed and what subsystem or function it refers to. 
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1.5.4 Idea Generation 
The reason for using techniques for creativity and generating ideas are many, although most 

prominent might be to loosen up suppressed creativity or to focus the creative mind on partic-

ular problems (Clegg & Birch, 2007). Hopefully the techniques allow the group to stray from 

the beaten, mental, path and therefore solve the problem. 

Talking Pictures 

Talking Pictures is an exercise where random associations are made from random pictures 

with the aim of generating ideas for solution to a stated problem (Clegg & Birch, 2007). To 

facilitate the exercise one should use smaller, manageable, groups. They should all be pro-

vided with pictures, taken by the group or previously prepared. The pictures can be of any-

thing and totally unrelated to the problem. 

The groups are to write down all associations they make from the pictures (Clegg & Birch, 

2007). Every association is then used to generate ideas for the original problem. Using 

associations means that you should use the words or concepts you’ve associated with the pic-

tures to describe the product concept you are trying to produce (Clegg & Birch, 2007). The 

aim is that such descriptions or connections will allow you try to explain what this description 

might mean in terms of the product. This should lead to further associations, perhaps seem-

ingly unconnected or farfetched, that might lead to viable solutions to the problem. 

Brainwriting 

Brainwriting, or the 6-3-5 Method is closely related to brainstorming; the four basic principles 

are the same in the two methods (Ullman, 2010): 

1. Let someone be responsible for recoding and collecting all ideas. 

2. Go for as large a quantity of ideas as possible. 

3. Try not to let boundaries of what could and could not work be a hindrance, impossible 

ideas can be a seed to useful ideas. 

4. No criticism of ideas is allowed, the session’s goal is to let all ideas out. Evaluation is 

done at a later time. 

A fifth rule that can be added is to combine ideas, as this compels the participants to listen to 

the other participants (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004), hopefully leading to new 

and better ideas. For the purpose of brainwriting an additional rule should be considered 

(Ullman, 2010): That no one should talk during the sessions, to prevent participants of being 

too vocal and dominant. 

During a brainwriting session the participants (usually about six of them) will write down 

their individual ideas on a piece of paper (Ullman, 2010). After about five minutes, it is 

shared with the next participant who writes new ideas on the same paper. The new ideas do 

not have to build on the original ideas. When all participants have had the chance of build or 

be inspired by the other participants’ ideas the session is finished.  

One does not have to write the ideas, small sketches and illustrations to communicate the 

ideas are encouraged (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004).  
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Personas 

Personas are a way to help the development to be user-centered instead of, as is natural, self-

centered; where the developer sees him-/herself as a user (Pruitt & Adlin, 2006). Using this 

technique is a way to get input from the ones who actually know the user such as the sales 

person or market researcher. 

According to Pruitt and Aldin (2006, p. 11) personas are ―fictitious, specific, concrete 

representations of target users‖ and used to gain a target for the design efforts. These repre-

sentations can be presented in an abundance of ways, commonly used are descriptive stories, 

summaries on small cards or lists with properties of the target customer. Preferably the per-

sona should be infused with information like: personal profile, job description, and technical 

knowledge, a day with and without the product as well as the problem or reason for the per-

sona to want the product. 

Preferably, Pruitt and Aldin (2006) argues, personas should be based on real user needs and 

scenarios gained during user observations and interviews. Also sources like sales, documen-

tation, product strategies and competition are likely to have useful data. One will probably 

find a lot of data but only the most important should go in to the personas. 

It is very important that the personas method is accepted by the team and that they know how 

to use them, if the use of personas is to be successful (Pruitt & Adlin, 2006). For a more de-

tailed description of personas and their use readers would be well served to read Pruitt and 

Aldin’s: ―The Persona Lifecycle‖ (2006). 

Scenario Technique 

Scenarios are, in the realm of product development, a way to inspire and ―kick-start‖ innova-

tion. A scenario can be used to present solutions and put them into context, shine light on and 

explain alternative solutions and to identify potential problems as Bødker (1999), amongst 

others, has shown. The scenarios’ function is also to generate a shared and common under-

standing, which the project group can use and refer to in their work (Bødker & Christiansen, 

1994). 

Fulton Suri and Marsh (2000) and  Bødker (1999) tells us that scenarios should be short 

descriptions, in the form of stories, photographs, cartoons or processes where critical situation 

in the use of a system or a product is portrayed. Preferably the scenario should involve rela-

tionships, times and places. Information about what, why, who and how things are being done 

should also be included. The scenario is build up from the understanding and experience and 

expectations of the product or process (Bødker & Christiansen, 1994).  

Bødker and Christiansen (1994) propose that scenarios should be used cohesively with the 

tools and methods used throughout the development project. The senarios used can cover 

things like current situation (to gain common understanding); Situations to imaging use cases 

in conjunction with prototypes (to spark discussion and ideas); Or future scenarios (to 

illustrate goals and serve as a facilitator for new ideas).   
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1.5.5 Idea Selection 
When selecting ideas for products it is important to be objective and have well thought out 

reasons for decisions made (Ullman, 2010). With the use of such matrices one should how-

ever be careful to interpret the answer as final. Pugh (1990) points out that the designer and/or 

engineer still need to interpret the results critically since scores and weighting are not exact 

numbers representing real facts. 

Pugh’s Decision Matrix 

Pugh’s decision matrix, or relative decision matrix, is a method to objectively compare differ-

ent concept alternatives (Ullman, 2010). All alternatives are compared to a reference concept; 

this could be the designer’s favorite concept. It is important that every concept in the com-

parison is represented at the same level of detail, so that in the comparison no concept seems 

better just because more effort has been put into presenting it (Pugh, 1990). The structure of 

such a matrix is presented in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9 - Structure of a decision matrix. 

The criteria used to compare the concepts are usually a mix of engineering specifications and 

customer requirements (Ullman, 2010). The importance of these criteria should also be 

weighted according to their relative importance. Ullman (2010) recommends the weighting to 

be done by distributing a total score of 100 among the different criteria. 

During the comparison the alternatives should be compared to the reference and a decision for 

each alternative and each criterion whether the alternative is better, worse or equal to the ref-

erence (Ullman, 2010). The decision is represented by a score of +1, -1 or 0 respectively. 

Variants of this matrix type will score on a scale of for example 1-5 and perhaps omit the ref-

erence concept (Pugh, 1990). 

The score for each criterion is calculated by multiplying the score (1, 0, -1 or 1-5) with the 

weight of the criterion (Ullman, 2010). These weighted scores are then added to form the con-

cepts final score. One should also note the un-weighted score of each concept. 
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1.6 Construction & Manufacturing 
In this section follows a brief overview of construction and manufacturing techniques used in 

the project. 

1.6.1 Computer Aided Design – CAD 
The concept of CAD within product development involves creating geometries, animations 

and drawings with the aid of computer software (Johannesson, Persson, & Pettersson, 2004). 

These programs are often used after a concept is selected; during the early stages the com-

puter support is often not as robust. This seems to be changing as software and skill develops 

(Ullman, 2010). 

Using CAD gives the product developer and designer great freedom since one can often make 

several different versions of the same concept and undo/redo features in a simple manner 

(Österling, 2007). Another benefit with computer models is that one can create and show 

complex forms and shapes in an easy and understandable fashion. 

1.6.2 Injection Molding 
Injection molding is a manufacturing technique primarily for plastic products (Thompson, 

2007; Lefteri, 2007). It is used to make complex geometric shapes, for example house hold 

items and casings for consumer electronics. Very high quality surface finish is possible as 

tolerances can be about ±0.1mm. 

The process, seen in Figure 10, starts with polymer granulate, which is melted and pressed 

with very high pressure into a die cavity in the metal tool that represents the geometry of the 

finished part (Thompson, 2007). When the plastic has cooled and set the tool is then separated 

in a back and front half and the finished part is loosened.  

 
Figure 10 – Illustration of the injection molding process and its included parts (Thompson, 2007, p. 51). 
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Preferably designs for injection molding should have a relatively uniformed thickness, also 

surfaces should have draft angles and ones should be aware of shrinkage as the part sets 

(Thompson, 2007). The tool can be divided into several pieces, to make it as cheap as possible 

the part should have no hidden cavities (one should be able to see all surfaces from one of two 

sides) so that the part can be produced with a two part tool. For more complex parts, retracta-

ble cores can be inserted from the top or bottom and the tool can be divided into several more 

pieces, all of these factors will push the already substantial cost for making the tool upwards. 

Unit prices are very low for injection molded parts, however there needs to be quantity to 

cover the cost of the tools (Lefteri, 2007). Generally manufacturing is not economical with 

quantities under 10,000 units although simple components can be viable for quantities around 

5,000 units. 

The process is very automated and it is possible to create parts with several different materials 

(plastics) at once, also recycled plastic can often be used (Thompson, 2007). Generally a cycle 

(which can include many or only one part) will take between 30-60 seconds. However, for 

very simple and small parts cycle times can be reduced to about 5-10 seconds (Lefteri, 2007). 

1.7 Services as Products 
Services could be defined as ―the application of specialized competences (knowledge and 

skills) through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of another entity or the en-

tity itself‖ (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). They tend to move more into the intangible values rather 

than the tangible, as opposed to common goods. Even so the more concrete type of goods can 

be an important part of the service, as in restaurants or similar. 

When providing a business to business (B2B) service it’s important that providers of profes-

sional services are adaptable (Lapierre, 1997). Since customers seldom have exactly the same 

problem providers usually need to adapt to present a way to solve them. As a service is a pro-

cess where the provider and the receiver meet at several touch points (Stickdorn & Schneider, 

2011), there are much to consider when it comes to value for the customer. 

1.7.1 Developing Services (Service Design) 
According to Stickdorn (2011) there are five leading principles in service design. Basically 

the goal is to always have a bird’s eye view (holistic) of the people involved in the process 

and the service process itself, which should be mapped out (sequenced). All points in the pro-

cess where value is added to the service user and where the user and provider come in contact 

should be marked obvious to participants (evidencing).  

The development process should be done in cycles where a prototype is tested and improved 

with each cycle, according to the users’ reactions and thoughts (Stickdorn & Schneider, 

2011). It is important that all stakeholders are involved in the development (co-creative) and 

that they have a clear view of the customer’s perspective (user-centered). 
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1.7.2 Value & Quality in Services 
Parasuraman (2010), as Lapierre (1997), notes that quality in services stems from several in-

puts. Not only the provider’s but also the customer’s input and neither can be neglected when 

designing or performing a service. Providers of B2B services therefore need to be open and 

perceptive to customers’ participation, and their thoughts regarding the service, in the value 

creating process of the service (Lapierre, 1997). 

Apart from keeping quality in technical aspects such as schedule, budget and expertise and 

being adaptive and professional, Lapierre (1997) shows that it is equally important to show 

how the result can be used, such as improvements in social, economic, operational or strategic 

dimensions of the customer. 

Lapierre (1997) concludes that value and quality in B2B services is connected to the full ser-

vice process rather than just during the action or working part of the service. In particular the 

encounters between the service agent, like a consultant, and the customers representatives 

during the service process is connected to both quality and customer satisfaction 

(Jayawardhena, Souchon, Farrell, & Glanville, 2007).  

As one might expect, satisfied customers has been shown to keep coming back to service pro-

viders and also recommending them to other potential customers (Lam, Shankar, Erramilli, & 

Murthy, 2004; Patterson & Spreng, 1997). 

In terms of loyalty, it regularly has its base in the customers’ perception of service quality 

(Jayawardhena, Souchon, Farrell, & Glanville, 2007). This loyalty, however, is often divided 

since customers often have loyalty both to the service agent and to the service providing or-

ganization. Other mechanisms of loyalty in B2B services, showed to be important by Caceres 

and Paparoidamis, (2007) are: trust between service receiver and provider; satisfaction with 

elements of the relationship, such as communication; and commitment of the two parties. 

Here the reputation of the service provider may also play a vital part (Lapierre, 1997). 





 

 

2. Avalon Innovation Model 

Description of an innovation model 

Information regarding the Avalon Innovation Model (AIM) was gath-

ered through interviews with key personnel at Avalon, studies of the 

internal website describing the process and resources such as Power-

Point presentations and similar presentational material. The result is 

the description below, which is a summary of the most vital parts of 

AIM according to Avalon. 

This chapter of the report describes AIM‟s process from the initial 

idea to final implementation and release. The information is a sum-

mary of the most important aspects in order to give a clear view of the 

model. 
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2.1 The Model 
The Avalon Innovation Model is an attempt to structure the iterative development process 

with the classical stage-gate processes. It is divided into three main phases; Insight, Ideation 

and Implementation, see Figure 11 and Appendix 1: Detailed Overview of AIM. 

 
Figure 11 – Overview of the AIM process 

2.1.1 Insight Phase 
The first goal within AIM is to create an understanding of the product, the marketplace, the 

company behind the product, the customer buying the product as well as the user of the prod-

uct. It is important to keep track on where and how the product makes money in the different 

stages in its life cycle. Here one is also interested in why one chooses a particular product 

instead of other products. The point is to uncover goals, problems and opportunities for the 

future product.  

Activities 

The insight phase begins with a breakdown of the goals; both the goals for the project (i.e. 

what should be delivered) and the effect strived for by reaching these. Within this breakdown 

a plan for resources and time as well as clarifications of responsibilities are conceived. For the 

project to be feasible the effects should motivate the cost of the project. 

Business goals, both current and future, of the company and its position relative to the com-

petition are analyzed; as are the economy and processes surrounding the product in order to 

find suitable opportunities, as well as threats. The users’ and relevant stakeholders’ needs and 

requirements are gathered through interviews and observations.  

The needs and opportunities revealed in the market orientation are used to specify functions, 

which help build a solution for the main problem (main function). These are ranked and 

sorted by the company and users in order to find what AIM refers to as NUD-functions (New, 

Unique and Difficult to copy types of functions). Other functions to focus on are those with a 

high innovation potential, which are unmet but have high priority among users.  

The functions most suited for development will be selected and ranked by considering 

whether it is a NUD, if the function really expensive or good value to the price and its oppor-

tunity value. This opportunity value is calculated according to Equation 1 and exemplified in 

Table 2. 

                                               
Equation 1 – The opportunity of a function is dependent on its importance and its current fulfillment 
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Table 2 – An example of how Equation 1 is used to calculate the opportunity of a function. 

Exemplifying Equation 1 
Variables: 
Importance - weighted in the region 1-7. 

Current fulfillment - the percentage of fulfill-

ment in a decimal number. 

Opportunity – A value describing a functions 

opportunity for development. 

Example: 
Function 1 is of great importance (6) and is half ful-

filled by today’s product (50%).  

The Opportunity value for function 1 will be 8.5 

since: 

               

Functions with a high opportunity value will, as the other factors are taken into account, likely 

become the primary focus of the ideation phase. Other factors to take into account are things 

like the ability to construct and manufacture the function.  

Methods 

During the Insight phase the following methods are used to achieve understanding of the 

product, its stakeholders and its surroundings: 

 Interviews and fieldtrips 

 Market and product analysis 

 Statements 

 Function analysis 

Documentation & Results 

The insight phase results in a breakdown of functions and preferably a specification of NUDs 

and functions with a high innovation potential. Also a throughout analysis of the current and 

future market and the product’s business case should be provided. These insight results will 

form the basis of the following phase, the ideation phase. Figure 12 describes questions and 

areas that the documentations and results should aim to answer and clarify. 

 

Figure 12 – Breakdown of AIM‟s insight phase. 
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2.1.2 Ideation Phase 
The ideation phase build upon the insight results, that is the problem (or problems) found 

during these studies will be the base for innovation. During this period concepts for a solution 

will be formed. It should be noted that Avalon puts all activities from generating ideas to 

choosing concept into the term ideation. 

Activities 

Step one in AIM’s ideation phase is to choose the strategy for continuation, based on the 

business case presented from the insight phase.  

Next AIM advocates that requirements of the product are identified and stated. Requirements 

should be compiled in a clear fashion and stated so they can be measured and tested. This 

document should be controlling development from here on.   

To initiate new thoughts and ideas, to solve these functions, AIM proposes that tools of idea 

generation are used; these are the basis of AIM’s ideation phase. Ideally many ideas and solu-

tions should be produced during these sessions. 

To ensure a wide range of ideas, idea generation is done in groups. AIM suggests that all 

should not be experts; rather, some should be more loosely connected to the product and 

problem at hand. 

Generated ideas shall be sorted, chosen and/or combined to create the best possible solution to 

all important functions. Such sorting and selection is preferably done with the help of an 

evaluation matrix. If enough concepts are not created or the concepts could be further im-

proved this step should be done again to improve the concepts further, until a suitable concept 

is found. 

Since the Insight phase should have provided deep knowledge of the problem and its sur-

roundings the resulting concepts of the ideation phase should be well thought through. Due to 

this process there should be fewer problems during implementation and the schedule will be 

less likely to break. However, at this point AIM does allow for iteration and turning back to 

the insight phase to reevaluate the needs. The proposed way of working is also described in 

Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 – Describing AIM‟s ideation process. 
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Methods 

The following methods are recommended to use in AIM’s ideation process, to ensure a wide 

range of ideas and quality in the final solution:  

 Brainstorming 

 Random word association 

 Lotus flower 

 Decision matrix 

Documentation & Results 

The ideation phase will result in a useful product concept to be realized in the implementation 

phase. The concept should be thoroughly specified with the solutions for the NUDs so that the 

implementation phase can be easily begun and completed. The requirement specification 

should transfer over to the implementation phase. 

2.1.3 Implementation Phase 
The last phase of the AIM-process is very different from project to project. It often depends 

on the type of product, what companies are involved and how the project is planned.  

Activities 

Even though implementation might differ from project to project, development in the imple-

mentation phase should follow some basic guidelines.  

1. Make sure development is based on the results from the insight and ideation phase 

2. During construction test the solution against the requirements (which should be 

measureable) and iterate until they are met. 

3. Make sure the solution can be tested and plan how tests should be carried out. 

 





 

 

3. Avalon Innovation Model – The Case 

Developing a Flexible Storage System 

The following chapter describes the case performed during the project 

where a flexible inlay for drawers, used in railway and inflight cater-

ing, was developed. For each phase a separate section presents the 

method followed by the results. The chapter ends a discussion and 

analysis of the final product and method. 

This project implemented Avalon‟s product development process, 

Avalon Innovation Model (or AIM). Specifics regarding the model and 

its process can be found in chapter 2. As the model itself often does 

not specify exactly what types of tools and methods should be used 

some tools have been chosen based on experience and results of the 

theory study. In particular this goes for idea generation, and related 

methods, such as Talking Pictures, Brainwriting, Personas and Sce-

narios which are not explicitly part of AIM. 

It is important to note that information regarding Mälarplast, the cur-

rent market and business as well as similar information in the insight 

phase is presented here. The choice to present it in the case rather 

than in the initial background is due to it being part of the AIM pro-

cess and therefore should be presented as such. 

Impressions regarding AIM‟s performance as an innovation model, 

based on the case, are not presented in this chapter. Rather they are 

presented in chapter 4 where the process analysis is offered.  
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3.1 Method of Insight 
During the insight phase, the goal in AIM is to create an understanding of the product, the 

marketplace, the company behind the product, the customer buying the product as well as the 

user of the product. 

Before the background data was researched and compiled, planning and risk assessment for 

the project was done. The project plan was compiled in a Gantt chart while the project risks 

were presented in a simple table with risk probability and the measure to take (either preven-

tive or reactive). The risk analysis can be seen in Appendix 2: Risk analysis. 

3.1.1 Finding Products, Competition & Market Trends 
Information regarding the product and its current configuration was gathered thought inter-

views with the manufacturer and seller, Mälarplast. The interviews were unstructured and 

done face to face. The goal with the interviews with Mälarplast during the insight phase was 

to uncover who the customers were; what the current (and future) strategy of the product was; 

and priorities regarding manufacturing and cost.  

To expand the view on the subject, searches through internet databases, such as Alibaba.com 

(a distributor of contacts to wholesalers and manufacturers), and search engines, such as 

Google.com were performed. Searches were done for articles, patents, forums and competing 

products and businesses. Also the goal was to find potential contacts for interviews and user 

studies. Phrases used in searches were combinations of the following terms: 

 ―ATLAS‖
2
 

 ―In-flight‖ (with and without ―-―) 

 ―Catering‖ / ―Caterer‖ 

 ―Drawer‖ 

 ―Patent‖ 

 ―Magazine‖ 

 ―Buy‖/‖Sell‖ 

 ―Railway‖ 

 ―Standard‖ 

 ―Trend‖/ ‖Trends‖ 

 ―News‖ 

 ―Airline‖ 

 ―Manufacturer‖/‖Producer‖ 

 ―Food‖ 

During the early phases of the project, people in the airline and railway business (such as 

Scandinavian Airlines (SAS) and SJ) as well in the catering business were contacted and in-

terviewed. These contacts were either the result from the pre-mentioned search or by contacts 

through Mälarplast.  

                                                 

2
 ATLAS is the industry standard that the drawer adheres to according to Mälarplast. 
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3.1.2 Conducting User Studies 
After trends were identified companies within the industry were contacted in order to find 

willing participants for the study. 22 companies were contacted, in the end four companies 

agreed to host half a day to a day of user studies. 

Companies 

Two of the largest airline and railway catering companies operating in Sweden, Gate Gourmet 

and LSG Sky Chefs, were visited for studies. Also one of Sweden’s largest airline companies, 

SAS with between 30%-50% of the domestic market (SAS Group, 2012), as well as the larg-

est railway company, SJ (SJ AB, 2012) were studied. 

Study Description 

At each occasion a short introduction of the company and its background were given to the 

author by the contact person at the company. Afterwards a guided tour through the drawer’s 

journey through the company’s processes was given. The number of users and managers in-

terviewed and observed can be seen in Table 3, the users in the study worked for the compa-

nies visited. 

Table 3 – Distribution of users and managers at different companies. 

 SAS LSG Sky Chef Gate Gourmet SJ 

Managers 0 1 0 0 

Users 2 2 4 3 

At SAS the visit went to their equipment and utility division. At this division utilities like 

papers, medicine, pillows and similar are packed by the users and sent off to the planes. At 

LSG Sky chef and at Gate Gourmet users were observed and interviewed regarding the 

drawer in use, i.e. packing, predominantly, food and drinks.  

To observe how the drawers were used and functioning during service the author studied a 

service during a trip with SJ’s X2000 train from Stockholm to Gothenburg. Service was stud-

ied in the train’s bistro, see Figure 14, where passengers came to buy lunch, alcohol and/or 

snacks during the trip. 

 
Figure 14 - SJ bistro where service is conducted. Drawers are used as stands for products. 
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Before the observations of usage and the interviews were conducted, the background of the 

study was explained to each interviewee. During the study they were asked to describe what 

they did and were asked questions regarding any problems, in their opinion, with the drawer. 

In case they did not understand what was meant by ―problems‖ or could not think of any 

problems this would be clarified. Clarification was achieved by exemplifying that it could 

regard problems with durability, usefulness or function. 

Interviews were unstructured with the goal to uncover as many reasons why the standard way 

of doing things was as it was. At each station/moment where the drawer was handled the work 

was observed and documented through notes, and/or photos. When the reason for an action or 

stage was unclear questions were asked to clarify. 

3.1.3 Compiling Insight Results 
As AIM requires, insight results were gathered and compiled in order to proceed to the idea-

tion phase. This section explains how this was achieves. 

Statements 

The most relevant and pressing user, market and manufacturing issues were explained and 

concretized by creating customer statements. Relevance was decided by the author after the 

user studies. In this decision the number of complaints, the potential economic/ergonomic or 

handling improvements (as argued by the users) and the strength of the complaints were 

guiding. 

Functional Analysis 

With the studies as the foundation, product functions were uncovered by the author. The func-

tions were then weighted on two properties; its importance to the customer; and how well the 

function was presently solved.  

The weighting was done via two questionnaires. The first was sent to 22 representatives of 

users, sellers and buyers and to manufacturers of the drawer, and concerned usage and logis-

tics (when in use in catering) as well as design (color, shape and similar). The second ques-

tionnaire considered manufacturing questions (such as production economy, manufacturabil-

ity and similar) and was sent to Mälarplast. The distribution of answers can be seen in Table 

4.  

Table 4 – Presenting the distribution of answers to the surveys regarding importance and satisfaction of 

the drawer’s functions. User, sellers, buyers and manufacturers of the drawer were questioned. 

Survey focus Users Sellers Buyers Manufacturers 

Usage, Logistics & Design 2 1 3 0 

Manufacturing 0 1 0 1 

The results were compiled in an Excel sheet and the opportunity value was calculated ac-

cording to Equation 1 (on page 28). A search for NUDs (functions that are New, Unique and 

Difficult) was also carried out using the functional analysis and the statements from the study. 
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3.2 The Insight Phase 
This section reveals the results of the insight phase, for which the method was presented in 

section 3.1 ―Method of Insight‖. Due to the complexity of the market and all the different 

shareholders roaming it, the author has aimed to break it down into relevant and manageable 

pieces. Each piece has then in turn been broken down further. Special interest has been given 

to the product itself, its users, market and competitiveness. The competition’s product char-

acteristics have been compared by the demands given by the users. 

3.2.1 The Product & Business Today 
Currently Mälarplast is selling and manufacturing injection molded plastic drawers, as seen in 

Figure 15a, used in galley carts or trolleys, see Figure 15c, on airplanes. These are mainly 

sold to airline and railway companies. Mälarplast has a desire to expand in this market. 

Lately there have been requests for drawers with different sized pockets. The purpose of these 

pockets is to divide the drawer into compartments where cutlery, plates, glasses and such 

could be placed in an orderly fashion and without risking chaos and possible fractures during 

transport.   

At the moment of study the drawers had no pockets. The solution had been to use inlays with 

fixed sized pockets or using drawers with equally fixed pockets. However, with the frequently 

changing sizes of the items stored in the drawers, due to new products, such solutions were 

often discarded. Frequently changing size on the pockets was also a problem for Mälarplast 

since this would mean new (or at least adaptation to current) tools for injection molding which 

is very costly as well as redirection of production. 

The dimensions of the drawer were approximately 27x38x11 cm (WxDxH). The form ac-

commodates a rail to hold the drawer in its slot in the galley cart. The drawer is designed to be 

lifted from different angles while being stable when carried. It is, according to Mälarplast, 

design to fit in an industry standard called ATLAS. The plain drawer is offered in different 

heights; 65, 80, 115, 135 and 140 mm; where the ATLAS drawer is 115mm. 

Today Mälarplast offers drawers to the inflight and railway industry in two industry stand-

ards, the ATLAS and the KSSU standard. In addition to the plain drawers in Figure 15a 

Mälarplast also offers glass-racks, see Figure 15b, which are suited for glasses in three differ-

ent glass diameters. 
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Figure 15– a) Catering drawer by Mälarplast, b) Glass rack by Mälarplast for transport during inflight or 

railway catering, c) Trolley used in inflight catering 

3.2.2 The Seller & Producer 
As Mälarplast’s main method of manufacturing is injection molding, they would need to sell 

high volumes of the drawer in order to succeed. This is a common strategy for them. For more 

detailed information regarding injection molding se section 1.6.2 ―Injection Molding‖ 

To achieve high volumes the initial vision for the drawer was for Mälarplast to be able to of-

fer a storage solution that could be molded to every costumer’s requirements. Without being 

forced to make new tools for each new requirement. One way to increase the volumes sold 

could be to offer a feature or function that is unique. This was something Mälarplast felt they 

were missing at the moment. 

Apart from expanding volumes Mälarplast prioritized savings in material since this is a sub-

stantial part of their cost per product. For every increase in units sold the earnings on material 

savings will also be greater.  

Further background information regarding Mälarplast can be found in section ―Background‖ 

under ―The Companies‖ on page 1, where the business is further presented. 

3.2.3 The Customer & Market 
The end customers are airline and railway companies such as SAS, Emirates, Finnair and SJ. 

At the moment Mälarplast had not received any complaints about the drawer.  

The trend in aviation industry was, during the study, towards harsher conditions on several 

fronts, with fierce and growing competition from low-cost airline companies (Dunn, 2011). 

Coupled with regulations regarding environmental impact and great costs for fuel (Wensveen, 

2010) this makes for a rough market. In early to mid-2012 there had been numerous reports of 

airline companies filing for bankruptcy (TT, 2012; Zenou, 2012) and predictions of more to 

come (Spängs, 2012; Will, 2012).  

  

 

 
 

a 
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Fuel cost, being the greatest cost (Wensveen, 2010) for airlines, presents opportunities for 

products that can attribute to savings in this area. Weight savings could be great source for 

such savings and there would often be lists with calculations how much is saved by lowering 

the total weight. With the actual drawer an additional demand would be sustained rigidity 

with low weight.  

The difficulty to find information on trends within the railway industry makes the picture less 

clear. However railway companies are not affected by the rising fuel prices in the same way 

(Progressive Railroading, 2012). Rather than increasing cost this might help to drive business, 

when prices for other modes of transportation increase. 

The trend seen was that Airline companies need to become greener and more flexible to the 

consumer needs. In terms of food there was a need to be able to keep it fresh during long 

flights. 

3.2.4 The Use Case 
Here, a summary of the most important results from the user studies is presented. To see the 

full report from the studies see Appendix 3: User Studies. During the studies everything from 

ready meals, drinks and catering equipment to pillows, paper and medicine were stored in the 

drawer.  

There were several ways of dividing the drawer in different compartments, see Figure 16. For 

things like snacks and small bottles there were often small inserts used to create pockets. 

These inserts were of a great variety of sizes. Other variations used cardboard cuts, or similar, 

to divide the space. Such solutions could even be, and was, used to divide the drawer diago-

nally rather than parallel to the drawer’s walls. 

 
Figure 16 – To the left, a packed drawer with cardboard pockets dividing the space in the drawer. To the right, a 

drawer divided with smaller plastic drawers. 
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There was often a need to keep goods in the drawers and trolleys cool. Temperatures were 

often checked and noted. A rise above the target temperature meant losses in goods and time, 

and hence money. The trolleys themselves were isolated but at times there was a need to use 

ice and carbon-dioxide ice to accomplish the temperature goals. 

What and how things are packed in the drawers are subject to frequent change. This since the 

logistics companies (such as the airline or railway company) often wanted to make things as 

efficient as possible. In addition to the changing nature of the work, both in service and 

packing users were working under time pressure and quality demands. 

Potential Opportunities 

It was revealed by the users that the drawers insulate too well. This leads to temperature 

problems when using ice (or other cooling materials) in the top drawer, since the temperature 

would not be distributed evenly. Catering companies had tried to solve this by drilling holes 

in the bottom of the drawer. This, however, only resulted in the second layer being too cold. A 

product solving this issue could have a business opportunity. 

Users would, at times, insert drawers into the trolley in a forceful, manner, either due to stress 

or the drawer not fitting as well as expected. This had revealed that the drawer’s edges and 

corners were prone to break. The reason for the bad fitting was believed to be that the drawer 

changed shape in temperature (due to heat in dishwashing and cold in freezers and outside 

temperature). Furthermore, the drawer would sometimes get wedged. Minimizing this and 

making the drawer more rigid could be an opportunity to put the offer above the competition. 

At the moment of the study there were inlays used to help pack drinks and similar more effi-

ciently. The inlays were not very flexible and often made of cardboard (being good for one 

time use) or stiff plastic drawers. These were also used when serving (which was done from 

the drawers directly at times). Therefore, solving the issue of flexibility can be an opportunity. 

3.2.5 The Competitors 
The studies of the drawer and the types of problems associated with it revealed that there were 

several types of competitors for different kinds of solutions. Some alternative drawers can be 

seen in Figure 17. Companies manufacturing and selling drawers like Mälarplast’s were, for 

example, Driessen and Korita Aviation. 

When analyzing the competition, the functions that seemed most important to the users and 

the markets were investigated. These were, storage, keeping temperature, weight and flexibil-

ity. Rigidness was omitted due to lack of data and lack of real products from competitors. 

Also possible unique functions or offers were searched for. The focus of the analysis was to 

both how these functions and problems had been dealt with and also how well they compared 

to each other.  
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Figure 17 – To the left, an unnamed ATLAS drawer for inflight trolleys in three colors. To the right, Korita 

ATLAS drawers from Korita Aviation‟s product brochure  

Storage 

As the main function of the drawers was to store goods and food during travel this is an im-

portant thing to consider. Drawers offered by main competitors were all similar in design, 

construction and measurements; see Figure 17 and Table 5. This was probably due to the wide 

usage of standards within the industry of catering, galley interiors and equipment. 

Table 5 – Comparing the measurements for ATLAS drawers from different Manufacturers. 

 Unnamed 
Drawer 

Korita Aviation Driessen August 
Lundh3 

Measurements 
(WxDxH) (mm) 

272x376x110 
(Alibaba.com) 

273x380x103 
(Korita Aviation) 

274x377x1094 
(Driessen) 

270x380x115 
(August Lund) 

Due to the similarities in measurements and design no relevant difference in storage capacity 

could be determined. Since data regarding prices was unavailable to the author no such com-

parison was possible. 

Keeping Temperature 

There were several types of products made for keeping the cooling chain of inflight catering 

intact. For example a caterer could use a cooling-drawer similar to what a family would use 

on a picnic or more direct cooling solutions like a refrigerating unit. When trying to solve this 

function it was therefore reasonable to assume that these types of products could be competi-

tors. 

  

                                                 

3
 August Lundh is a sister company to Mälarplast that sells to the airline and railway industries (Mälarplast, 

2012). 
4
 Depth measurement for the Driessen drawer was measured on a test drawer by the author since no datasheet for 

this measurement was available. 
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The main types of cooling units considered in this overview can be seen in Figure 18. Apart 

from these units there were other ways of keeping the temperature low, like pre cooling trol-

leys before transport. The caterers visited during the user studies mostly put ice or dry ice in 

the top drawer to control the temperature.  

 
Figure 18 – Top left, a cool box used to insulate food and products with similar temperature needs. Top right, 

cooling unit made of cardboard with insulating inner walls. Bottom left, Icebridge cooling unit where food is 

kept cool by an ice pack (or dry ice) in an insulating chamber. Bottom right, Icebridge cooling unit which acts as 

a cooler where the metal back is kept cool by dry ice and absorbs the heat in the trolley. 

With the Icebridge products being able to maintain a low temperature (1-7 C) for a stated 22 

hours (Icebridge, 2011) it would seem that this approach would be preferable when the 

requirements are high. This since the approach taken by the visited caterers would not keep 

the food evenly cool as intended. For shorter trips and when the seasonal conditions were 

right pre cooling would be enough though, according to LSG, SAS, Picknick and various food 

delivery services (such as MatHem and Coop Online). 

Keeping Weight Down 

Since the author had none of the competitors’ drawers of comparable size at hand during the 

project it was only possible to conclude that the sizes of the drawers were very similar, as 

seen in Table 5. The material was assumed to be of comparable density and as such the differ-

ence in weight would be negligible. 
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Pockets, Divisions & Flexibility 

No drawer provided the possibility to divide its space into smaller compartments or pockets. 

There were however manufacturers that provided the possibility to buy glass-racks to fit the 

caterers’ or airlines’ specific glasses (LSG Sky Chefs, 2012). 

Instead of flexible drawers such divisions and pockets were accomplished by cardboard 

boxes, used to divide the drawer into smaller compartments. These were used since they are 

thought to be cheap, light weight and flexible. 

Unique Functions 

Main competitor, Driessen, offered drawers with more rails on the side of the drawers, which 

enable users to regulate the drawers’ position in the trolley, see Figure 19. This function to-

gether with a bottom and top shape that made them possible to stack were both part of a 

Driessen owned patent for such drawers. 

 
Figure 19 – Illustration of the drawer from Driessen with its extra rails. 

3.2.6 Insight Results 
As AIM’s insight phase entails, a summary of the insight phase is presented below. 

Business 

In summary, Mälarplast could be seen as a relatively small player amongst many. The com-

petitors offered similar products with little or no differentiation. High volume and low pro-

duction costs would therefore key variables to Mälarplast’s success if there is nothing unique 

in their product. On the market, where the drawer was competing, competition was fierce and 

any savings for fuel and increases in efficiency were sought after. 
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Statements 

Results from interviews and observations were compiled as statements, which summarize the 

problems, thoughts and challenges identified among users and manufacturers. These can be 

seen below. 

“This has to be very easy and cheap to produce if we are to make a profit!” 
Drawer manufacturer on Production economics 

“Flexibility is an issue for glasses and we sometimes use dividers in cardboard for bottles 

and cans.” 
User on the state of flexibility 

“Keeping the cooling chain intact is one of our greatest challenges.” 
Manager on the importance of fresh goods 

“We are trying to fill the drawers to the max, reducing weight and maximizing the utilization 

rate of available storage volume.” 
User/Manager on the logistics challenge 

The above statements summarize the challenges involved in the drawer’s design and life cy-

cle. They also represent some different perspectives involved in the design process. 

Functions 

As a result of the insight phase functions were derived from the research and revelations, the 

full functional analysis can be seen in Appendix 4: Functional Analysis. 

Finding NUDs 

Flexible division system and keeping temperature low were the closest things to finding New, 

Unique and Difficult functions (NUDs) as the analysis managed to get. Flexibility for other 

things than glasses and the fitting of such a system in a drawer, rather than the predefined 

glass-rack seemed to be a unique and new feature. Judging the difficulty of the function de-

pends on the demands there on.  

In the case of keeping temperature low and even there were currently no drawers that man-

aged this, albeit some other specialized products did. In the light of this coupled with the po-

tentially difficult feat of implementing such a solution this could also potentially be classified 

as a NUD. 

Innovation Potential 

Flexibility and functions regarding keeping temperature even were found to have the highest 

opportunity values, for estimations of opportunity see Appendix 5: Opportunity Value. The 

analysis showed that these functions were both highly sought after and not very well imple-

mented in the current offerings on the market.  

Discussions between the author and Mälarplast, regarding the innovation potential and result 

of the function ranking, led to the following two functions being prioritized in the continued 

development: ―Allow for Flexibility‖ and ―Optimize Airflow‖. 
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The study of the competitors also revealed that there were solutions to similar problems. Cou-

pled with Mälarplast’s experience with the marked and their demands for greater flexibility, it 

was believed that Mälarplast could have a viable business case for solutions to these two 

functions. 

3.3 Method of Ideation 
Using the results from the insight phase, concepts and ideas for the product were generated, 

improved upon and chosen for final implementation. In the following section the methods 

used during this phase are described and explained. 

3.3.1 Specification of Requirements 
Using the results from the functional analysis as well as the market orientation, a list of re-

quirements was constructed. Requirements were deemed as required or desired depending on 

their weight in the functional analysis, otherwise the author’s judgment were guiding. Limits 

for the requirements, such as height, width and volume, were sat in a way that should be test-

able. The specification was validated by presentations and discussions with users, sellers and 

manufacturer. 

3.3.2 Idea Generation 
Throughout the ideation phase the author ideated in solo capacity, in addition to other meth-

ods. Concept ideas were sketched on paper from the experiences and knowledge gathered 

throughout the insight phase. In addition, concepts were also built as iterations from concept 

or initial ideas conceived through group workshops arranged during the ideation phase.  

3.3.3 Idea Generation Workshop 
To generate new and more ideas than might have been possible by the author himself an idea 

generation workshop were arranged at and facilitated by Avalon. Six people
5
 attended the 

workshop, in accordance with Table 6. A design engineer from Avalon also advised and 

helped in planning and executing the workshop. 

Table 6 – Distribution of workshop participants 

Students6 Engineer7 Sales Representative 

3 2 1 

The goal of the workshop was to generate ideas around the two functions that had shown the 

greatest innovation potential during the insight phase. It was therefore divided in two 45 mi-

nute sessions (one for each problem) with 30 minutes for food in between. The group was 

divided into two teams and the teams were mixed up between each session. 

                                                 

5
 The author excluded. 

6
 Of physics, computer science and psychology 

7
 Mechanical and Computers 
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Each session was structured in a similar fashion. First, the problem was described in a short 

and rather abstract sentence, as to not lock participants too much to the specific problem and 

encourage more creative ideas. Then, a five minute session of talking pictures where per-

formed where free ideas surrounding the problem could be raised and generated. The exercise 

was intended to make the participants become less apprehensive towards the problem. See 

Appendix 6: Talking Pictures, for examples of pictures used. 

Next a brainwriting session (about 15 minutes long) helped the teams to iterate and improve 

on each other’s ideas, see Figure 20. The purpose was also to make sure that everyone got air 

time and were given a chance to present their ideas. By letting participants write down their 

ideas, the risk of someone being too vocal and not letting others speak was avoided.  

 
Figure 20 – Brainwriting session at large, the format makes sure everyone gets a say. 

After this section the problem was presented in more detail, when participants were given the 

context to the problem. This was to enable more focused idea generation. In the final part of 

the session the teams were tasked to build a crude prototype of their three best ideas in order 

to concretize the concept and try to improve it. 

3.3.4 Idea Generation Session 
In order to improve and extend on the ideas from the solo idea generation as well as the work-

shop a 30 minute idea generation session was arranged. In this session the author, together 

with a professional engineer and designer from an outside company, brainstormed around the 

same two problems as during the workshop for about 15 minutes each.  

To present the problem, and focus the creativity, personas and scenarios were used. These 

described the user and use situations as well as the users’ feelings and thoughts during these 

situations. 
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3.3.5 Iteration of Concepts 
Concepts were, after the idea generation session, presented as sketches and discussed with 

Mälarplast in order to unveil thoughts and considerations about manufacturability and their 

view on the concepts as a seller. The author met with two representatives from Mälarplast 

knowledgeable within manufacturing and marketing of the product. Using the result from 

these discussions the concepts were iterated on and new concepts were constructed by the 

author. 

3.3.6 Concept Choice 
To choose the concept implement decision Matrices were implemented, see section 1.5.5 un-

der ―Pugh’s Decision Matrix‖, were used. The ranking of function importance as well as 

Mälarplast’s stated priorities were the basis for the criteria used in the matrix. During the ses-

sion the author and two representatives from Mälarplast, with competence in sales, marketing 

and manufacturing, were present. Weights for each criterion were made individually, by each 

representative and the author, by distributing a total of 100 points to the criteria (the higher 

the score the more important the criterion). The weights were then discussed by all and final 

weights were decided upon together, still with a distribution of a total of 100 points. 

Concept evaluation and scores were determined individually and then discussed by the par-

ticipants to determine the score for each criterion. After all concepts had been evaluated the 

final score was calculated and determined. A discussion followed regarding the result and the 

concepts strengths and weaknesses as well as priorities regarding economy and strategy by 

Mälarplast before choosing the final concept. 

3.4 The Ideation Phase 
The results from the insight phase were transferred to the ideation phase. The ideation phase 

resulted in ideas being generated and concepts developed and narrowed down to one. These 

results are presented in the following section. 

3.4.1 Specification of Requirements 
The functional specification and market orientation revealed that apart from the obvious re-

quirements; like the solution being able to fit in the current drawer and preferably should not 

make any changes to the current design of the drawer; the solution needed to be able to create 

between 1-45 pockets. These pockets needed to ensure that storage for the most common 

glass sizes was possible. Testing out different clearances with cardboard mockups yielded that 

a clearance between the glass and the wall of about 3 mm in total would be acceptable. Other 

products were, in the requirements, assumed to be possible to store if the glasses were ac-

commodated.  

Requirements were updated during the project; the full and final list of requirements can be 

seen in Appendix 7: Requirement Specification. 
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3.4.2 Solo Idea Generation 
Since flexibility and optimization in terms of temperature and airflow were the important cri-

teria found during the user studies concept ideas rose over the duration of the insight and ide-

ation phase. Not all ideas stemmed from workshops or idea generation sessions. A few exam-

ples are different types of snap-buckles and shapes of the walls that hold the products; some 

can be seen in Figure 21. 

 
Figure 21 – Crude sketches showing possible solutions stemming from solo idea generation. Top, shows a snap-

buckle that snap walls to the bottom of a floorboard. Left, closer look at the snap-buckle. Right, wall shaped in a 

wave that forms pockets by using two parallel walls instead of four perpendicular walls. 

3.4.3 Idea Generation Workshop 
A workshop was arranged at Avalon’s office in Stockholm (see Appendix 8: Idea generation 

Workshop Planning for details about the arrangements). Before the workshop the two NUDs 

that had been identified (that the Drawer should Allow for Flexibility and Optimize Airflow) 

were broken down into generic problems: 

Problem 1: “How store objects of varying sizes in a way which gives them stability and 

allows easy access? “ 

Problem 2: “How spread temperature between neighboring compartments?” 

It should be noted that only results for problem 1 are presented in this section since it was 

later decided to drop the temperature focus. For the results regarding problem 2: Optimize 

Airflow see Appendix 9: Idea generation Workshop Results. 
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Idea Generation Results 

Most of the results presented from the workshop did not contain ideas or concepts that were 

usable in their current state. However some of the ideas brought new angles to the table and 

would later be used as seeds for complete concepts. During the ―Talking Picture‖ exercise the 

ideas ranged wide, from super materials to rubber band solutions. When the brainwriting 

started the ideas gained more structure. 

Ideas from this stage were often focused on modularity, where one could pack one item in one 

module which could then be separated from the other modules. Also suggestions revolving 

around moving walls and adaptable drawers, which would change with the item placed in it, 

were among the ideas generated by brainwriting. See Figure 22 for some examples and 

Appendix 9: Idea generation Workshop Results for a full breakdown of the ideas generated 

during the workshop.  

 
Figure 22 – Brainwriting session and results for problem 1: Allow for Flexibility.  Suggestions portrayed says 

that the drawer should be vertically flexible with springs (bottom left), and dividable in a depth vise direction 

with pockets to enable easy access from several directions (top). 

While building the models not many enhancements were made to the initial ideas, although 

some suggestions were voiced on how to improve aspects like fastening modules and easier 

access of products. In Figure 23 a comparison between the initial idea and the model are pre-

sented for the three ideas. 
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Figure 23 - The models varied only slightly from the brainwriting ideas. From the top: A flexible solution where 

the drawer is divided in two levels as well as with round pockets for glasses; A drawer divided in two, which can 

open from two directions and is divided with walls that can be moved; Finally a tube that can be opened and 

bent where glasses and other products can be hung different sizes are accommodated by moving hooks and 

“rolling” the tube more or less tight around the product. 

3.4.4 Idea generation Session 
During the idea generation session the seeds from the workshop was reworked and developed 

further with the use of personas and scenarios. 

Personas 

The personas developed for the idea generation session was inspired by the users and people 

met during the insight phase. The focus was on packaging and handling the drawer during the 

distribution as well as service during train transit. The personas were of a varied age from 

early twenties to late thirties. In Figure 24 one can get more acquainted with Jack Strom and 

all personas can be seen in Appendix 10: Personas. 
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Figure 24 – The persona Jack Strom. 

Scenarios 

The personas where put in imaginary scenarios depicting an ordinary working situation and 

the thought and feelings that might arise during such. Two scenarios were constructed one 

where flexibility had focus and one with the focus on temperature. In Figure 25 a short piece 

of a scenario concerning Jack can be viewed. The full scenarios are presented in Appendix 11: 

Scenarios. 

 
Figure 25 – Outtake of a scenario featuring jack 

Session Results 

The personas and scenarios made it easy for the engineer, who was unfamiliar with the prob-

lem, to understand what the problem with a short introduction of the people and the imaginary 

scenarios. After 5-10 minutes, when the engineer had read and been introduced to the scenar-

ios, minutes the discussion regarding solutions and possible further problems about the prod-

uct and the user situation was flowing easily. The 30 minute idea generation session resulted 

in the earlier ideas being developed further due to new eyes and perspective. The resulting 

ideas are presented and explained in Figure 26.  

“Once the trolley is jam-packed with sandwich drawers Jack reaches for the ice bucket. He 

fills the last drawer with ice bags and places it on the top shelf. Quickly before too much 

cold is let out, he slams the trolley shut. His work is done. As he walks out to the break-room 

he briefly, and with a slight sting of envy, wonders where the trolleys will go this time.” 
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Figure 26 – Session ideas built on two principles. 1) Modules where walls pins and similar could be exchanged 

and moved. As in the left pictures where modules would be attached to the drawers bottom and allow for 

different types of flexible dividers. 2) Flexible pins that would bend to fit all types of glasses. As in the right 

pictures, where the pins would adapt to the product placed over them and hold it in place. 

Also an idea regarding the issue of temperature was discussed. The foundation of the idea was 

that the cooling media could be inserted in every box rather than just the top box. By doing 

this one would not have to rely upon the air (or other means of transportation) to move the 

cold throughout the trolley.  

3.4.5 Concepts 
The following concepts were the result of the workshop, idea generation session and the indi-

vidual idea generation during the project. To see the concepts for temperature and cooling see 

Appendix 12: Cooling Concepts. 

Flexibility 

The concepts are presented and described in Figure 27 and Figure 28 Common for all con-

cepts was the base plate. It should be noted that the solid design was not intended for con-

struction as this would demand a lot of material; instead they should be seen as representa-

tions of functionality and features. 

 
Figure 27 – Left, a modular system inspired from session ideas where walls and pins can be added, moved and 

removed. Right, a concept with flexible pins, inspired from the session ideas, which bends to fit any glass. 
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Figure 28 – Right, a baseplate with walls inspired from the workshop where plates could be moved from side to 

side. The wave shape enables pockets without perpendicular walls. A guide hole in the middle of the wall locks it 

in place as well as the guides in the baseplate.  Left, a concept inspired by the solution which could be divided in 

two levels in order to be packable in two levels or accommodate for taller glasses. Flexible lips on the side of the 

holes enable several glass diameters. 

3.4.6 Iteration 
The concepts were sketched in a more detailed manner in order to ease explanations of func-

tions and properties. These sketches can be seen in Figure 27 - Figure 31. The concepts were 

presented to Mälarplast in order to discuss their pros and cons.  

The conclusion by the discussions by Mälarplast was that the concepts were all using too 

much material and would therefore not be profitable enough for the company. As profitability 

was an important requirement, through the minimization of material, the concepts where 

deemed unfit. This went for all concepts as well as the combination for both cooling and 

flexibility. 

However, some features of the concepts were seen as usable for future solutions, such as snap 

buckles and comb-profiles, where two combs can be fitted over each other, as the way the 

movable wall fits over the stationary wall in Figure 28. These features where deemed fit for 

injection molding and as seeds for solutions that could be realized in a profitable way. 

Dropping Temperature Focus 

During the discussion on the concepts it was revealed that the matter of keeping temperature 

was not a priority to continue to try to obtain. Since Mälarplast, with the information availa-

ble, did not see a clear path to profiting from such a solution, combined with the problem be-

ing somewhat seasonal
8
 as well as a hesitation towards doing changes to the drawer

9
, it was 

decided not to iterate further on these solutions. Due to this decision development was con-

centrated to developing the solution for flexibility. Even so, a concept was chosen, the result 

of which can be seen in Appendix 13: Concept Choice. 

                                                 

8
 Mostly apparent during summer. 

9
 This was a prominent part of at least one concept. 
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3.4.7 Ideation Results 
The final iteration resulted in three concepts, which all drew some inspiration from the fea-

tures approved in the discussions with Mälarplast; these can be seen in Figure 29 - Figure 31. 

These concepts were considerably simpler than previous concepts, both due to the previous 

concepts being considered too complex and due to the temperature focus being dropped. 

Concept 1 –The Comb 

The first concept, in Figure 29, was based on comb-profiles and was made up of three pieces; 

two walls matching the length and the width of the drawer and one extension piece, which 

allows the concept to be built for higher products. The extension piece was also meant to im-

prove stability and provide locking to the concept. 

 
Figure 29 – Comb concept which allows for flexibility by vertically snapping pieces together. 

Concept 2 – The Snap 

The second concept, see Figure 30, provided walls with slots instead of combs. It again con-

sisted of three pieces where two were walls corresponding to the width and the length of the 

drawer and one extension piece. The assembly of the concept was based on a ―snap-buckle-

principal‖ where one wall piece would have a lip where the other piece would have a hole. 

The lip would then lock into the hole to provide a snap-buckle. 

 
Figure 30 – Concept where walls are weaved into a pocket pattern where sizes can be flexible. 
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Concept 3 – The Toy 

In Figure 31 the third concept is presented. The inspiration is also snap-buckles and common 

children’s toy models. The concept consists of several different pieces with sticks of different 

lengths and couplings with several different openings and snaps in different directions. The 

concept would allow for a great amount of flexibility and accommodate almost any product. 

 
Figure 31 – Concept built on the notion of modular beams. The solution allows for continuous variation in 

pocket sizes. 

The focus of all three concepts was to find solutions that solve the problem of flexibility while 

still being simple and cheap to manufacture.  

Concept Choice 

When choosing the final concept the three concepts in Figure 29 - Figure 31 were judged on 

flexibility, manufacturability, usability, how well it would hold as well as how well they kept 

products apart in the drawer. The criteria that enjoyed the greatest weight were; flexibility, 

keeping product apart and ease to assemble. The full list of criteria and their weight can be 

seen in Appendix 13: Concept Choice. 

During the choice it was quickly revealed that concept 3, ―The Toy‖ (seen in Figure 31), was 

not good enough for most of the important criteria. Mainly this was due to the complexity of 

assembly the concept provided. Albeit very flexible and well versed in accommodating differ-

ent kinds of products it was considered too complex and unfriendly to users as well as prone 

to instability. 

Concept 1 and 2 (―The Comb‖ in Figure 29 and ―The Snap‖ in Figure 30) on the other hand 

were relatively closely matched at all important criteria, with concept 2 barely edging out 

concept 1. The Following discussion regarding the result and the two concepts benefits and 

faults also leaned towards concept 2 being the better alternative. Some important argument for 

this being that the combs on concept 1 could be prone to breakage with harsh usage and the 

improved locking concept 2 was believed to provide. The result being that, concept 2, ―The 

Snap‖, was chosen to develop further in the implementation phase. 
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3.5 Method of Implementation 
Bringing the final concept and the requirement specification over to the implementation phase 

started the development of the final product. The following is a description of the methods 

used during the implementation phase. 

3.5.1 Construction 
Construction of the final concept came down to optimizing the flexibility of the concept as 

well as the manufacturability. 

Flexibility 

To optimize the flexibility of the concept information regarding glass sizes where gathered, 

six airlines and two railway companies were approached for information about their glasses. 

In total information was gathered from four airlines and one railway companies and 14 differ-

ent glass sizes recorded. In addition information about other products observed during the 

user studies were considered. 

The optimization was done using Excel and PHP
10

 scripts to calculate the, in theory, most 

optimal distance between pocket walls. Optimal, in this case meant being capable of encasing 

the highest number of different glass sizes in an, as depicted by the requirements, acceptable 

way.  

Iteration of Design 

Throughout the construction discussion with Mälarplast as a manufacturer were done via e-

mail in order to ensure that the final concept was optimized for injection molding. In this way 

the concept were iterated and improved upon throughout the process to save material and pro-

duce a product of as high quality as possible. 

Construction & Presentation of the 3D Model 

3D models of the parts contained in the concept were modeled in Solid Works
11

 as this was 

the CAD program used by Mälarplast, as well as being the tool most familiar to the author. 

This tool was also used to construct drawings and 3D renderings
12

 of the final concept. 

  

                                                 

10
 A web programming language, http://php.net/  

11
 A common mechanical design cad software, http://www.solidworks.se/  

12
 In combination with Adobe Photoshop, http://www.photoshop.com/  

http://php.net/
http://www.solidworks.se/
http://www.photoshop.com/
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3.6 The Implementation Phase 
During the implementation phase the final product concept emerged as a 3D model. In the 

following section these results of the implementation phase are presented. 

3.6.1 Construction 
Using Solid Works the concept was constructed as a 3D CAD model, as seen in Figure 32. 

The result was two wall parts and one extension part. The final concept could produce pockets 

of different sizes and shapes, also its design allowed it to extend vertically. 

 
Figure 32 – Assembly of the flexible solution. 

Optimization 

Several different sizes of spacing between guides were considered, as a guideline, 5-10 mm 

was taken to be the candidates for spacing range. This was decided by trying different pieces 

of similar Polypropylene (PP) plastic to get a feel on how thin the guides could be. When op-

timizing spaces of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 mm were considered.  

As glasses and similar products were considered the most likely products to use pockets, glass 

sizes were collected from several airline companies. The glasses’ diameters ranged from 38 

mm to over 80 mm, a list of these sizes can be viewed in Appendix 14: Glass Sizes. 

The thickness of the walls was decided to be (at its thickest) 2.7 mm in agreement with Mä-

larplast. As the inner width and depth of the drawer was 246x366 mm (WxD) the maximum 

pocket dimensions were calculated. From here the pocket sizes closest resembling the com-

mon glass sizes were chosen as optimal. Guide positions matching the optimal pocket sizes in 

the walls were calculated. These optimal guide positions were compared to the positions pro-

duced by the fixed steps between 5-10 mm. For a full breakdown of the numbers used during 

the optimization see Appendix 15: Optimization. 

It should be noted that positions were calculated from the middle as this produced symmetry 

and was seen as preventing users from turning walls the wrong way while assembling the 

product. 
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The steps from 7 mm and up to 10 mm were not satisfactory as their closest positions were, at 

times, more than 3 mm away from the optimal positions. The smallest steps (5 and 6 mm) 

were similar but 6 mm seemed to be slightly closer to the optimal positions. An examination 

of the numbers as well as a graphical representation seemed to confirm this. 

3.6.2 Iteration 
Discussing the model with Mälarplast, some requests regarding the design were revealed. 

Primarily the need for a frame around the wall, see Figure 33, using such a frame would ena-

ble material to be saved while still maintaining stability. However with the frame the original 

design with lips and holes became less optimal. This as the frame would bulge up making the 

entry tighter for the wall due to the height difference, between the frame and the hole, now 

being bigger. The solution was to make guide slots instead of the pots (in essence raise the 

edges of the pot) so the edges would be at the same height. 

In addition notches were added to the ridge of the frame, on both parts. These notches were 

intended to work as visual aids when assembling the inlay. Preferably, the user would be able 

to distinguish the notches and easily being able to see when the pockets were of desired size. 

A notch was also added lengthwise on one side of the frame. This notch should enable the 

part to be stacked which would make assembly easier since one would not need to hold the 

stack with one hand while trying to fit the perpendicular walls. 

  
Figure 33 – The left presents the layout of the walls with holes the notch seen in the cross section of the 

stabilizing frame enables the wall to be stacked while assembling the walls with edges in the holes. The right 

presents the wall piece with edges, or guides, that will lock into the holes of the perpendicular walls. The notches 

seen at the ridge of the stabilizing frame, and marked in red, were meant to be indicators to ease assembly. 

Marked in black is a notch to enable the part to be stacked, which should also ease assembly. 

Material was saved on the extension piece, as the manufacturing technique and material al-

lowed for snaps being produced. This allowed the top and bottom halves of the original exten-

sion to be removed. Resulting in a clamp that would hold a wall atop of another rather than 

the original two-slot design, the new design can be seen in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34 – Clamp used to extend the height of the inlay by coupling two walls together. 

3.6.3 Results 
The finished, to the point of this project, product can be seen in Figure 35. The resulting 

model can produce pockets with a hole-width of 39.4mm (for 40 pockets) up to a width of 

about 80mm (for 12 pockets). The solution seems to hold all but two of the common glasses 

within the accepted limit of clearance. Figure 36 and Figure 37 shows some different pocket 

combinations possible with the solution, as well as in Table 7. The total weight of the solution 

when pocket size corresponds to the smallest glass size, if manufactured in Polypropylene is 

approximately 390g.  

Table 7 – Description of possible configurations with the finished concept. The hole-width indicates pocket 

dimensions which will result in the presented number of wall in depth and width and, hence, the indicated 

number of pockets. The numbers within parenthesis indicate that an extra row of pockets can be added if 

the glasses or products fit in that pocket dimension.  

Hole-width (mm)  No. Width  No. Depth  No. of pockets 

39,4  5 x 8 = 40 

51,3  4 x 6 = 24 

55,6  4 x 6 = 24 

69,3 (67,8)  3 x 4 = 12 

75,3 (79,6)  3 x 4 = 12 

79,6  3 x 4 = 12 
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Figure 35 – Presents rendered images (as opposed to earlier screen shots) of the final concept. On the top left is 

a side wall with hole-guides where perpendicular walls can be snapped in place. The top right image shows a 

clip to extend the walls‟ height. To the bottom left is a side wall with edge-guides that snap to the holes of 

perpendicular walls. Bottom right presents an assembled inlay with pockets for products. 

 
Figure 36 – Three examples of different sizes of pockets with the solution. From the left, the solution can 

produce 40 pockets of size 39 mm, 24 pockets of size 51 and 55mm and 12 pockets of 79 mm. Many other 

combinations are of course also available. 
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Figure 37 – Different heights using the extension clip. In theory the solution could be extended indefinitely. 

The evolution of the solution during the project can be seen in Figure 38 and drawings for the 

parts can be found in Appendix 16: Drawings. 

 
Figure 38 – Evolutionary process of the development of the flexible inlay. 
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3.7 Discussion 
During the studies, no opportunity was presented to study service from the trolleys directly 

during a flight or during train travel. Discussions with the crew on SJ’s train did not reveal 

any relevant problems with this kind of service. Even so having been able to observe a service 

first hand could have exposed problems the crew would not see, perhaps due to them being 

accustomed to the situation. Also missing real competitive products to test for durability and 

usage hampers some relevant comparisons. These are flaws with the studies during the pro-

ject. Although it does not take away the legitimacy of the study or the reality of the problems 

found, it is important to point out that more problems might linger in the places that the per-

formed study could not cover.  

There are also some important points to consider when continuing developing the drawer and 

its inlays. As the dimensions, like distances between guides and material thickness, has not 

been prototyped or tested and neither has usage, such as assembly of inlays or placement in a 

drawer, these factors needs to be addressed before manufacturing. The same goes for the 

function of the snap buckle as no tests have been performed to prove their function as well of 

the solutions performance over time, after being washed and used over several cycles. 

The number of participants in the user studies was quite low and it was not clear whether satu-

ration occurred, in fact it is likely that it did not. As a result the opinions of those who partici-

pated had a great impact on the result. The result, being that the issues of temperature and 

flexibility being the functions with the highest opportunity value, can therefore be challenged. 

However evidence from user studies and questionnaires as well as available competitors 

points towards these being real problems.  

The decision to drop temperature can be questioned, since the study indicated this to be a 

problem. Especially since users had tried to solve the problem, which is one step in the lead 

user theory. This decision could be seen as a lack of arguments (or strength of the same) or 

experience by the author when presenting the problem to Mälarplast. Also there could be in-

formation unknown to the author but known to Mälarplast (such as manufacturing, economics 

or market) that supported the decision. A recommendation would be to further investigate if 

there is a market opportunity here. 

Other sizes then the regular sizes of glasses or other products placed in the drawer than the 

once come across during the project were not considered. As the study revealed that the vari-

ation of products and sizes stored in the drawers are both vast and likely to change the goal 

became to make the system as flexible as possible.  
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3.7.1 Conclusions & Recommendations 
As it stands the solution is seemingly a product that will solve the most prominent of the 

problem, uncovered during the insight phase, of flexibility. Construction of the solution has 

taken great care to the manufacturing method to keep production prices down. Coupled with a 

thorough investigation to the user, market and competition the solution is in theory well pre-

pared to reach the goal of low production cost and high volume. 

This means that Mälarplast would have a product that is possible to adapt to the great variety 

of customer requests of drawers with specific and varied pocket sizes. The solution also seem 

to solve some real problems within inflight and railway catering as it would allow users to 

pack diverse types of products in the same drawer in a structured way. This could make pack-

aging more efficient and therefore save weight and hopefully fuel which is important for the 

industry. 

As there is no standard size for glasses it is difficult to optimize for all glasses. In this case 

choosing to mold the pockets after the most common glass sizes found, while attempting to 

keep the system as flexible as possible seems to be the most sustainable solution. Further op-

timizations of the constructions are still quite possible. Investigations into further optimizing 

guide distances as well as perhaps removing the extension clip by integrating it into the wall 

pieces is encouraged. 

Due to the potentially time-consuming task of conducting an in depth risk analysis of the 

product in an industry such as inflight catering this was omitted. If taking the project further 

the necessity of such an analysis might be wise to consider. 

In order to minimize the uncertainty derived from the low numbers of participants for ques-

tionnaires and user studies. A rotation with prototypes is recommended where the product can 

be tested on usage, assembly and reception. During this rotation the product would be well 

served if attention was also paid to; the snap-buckle function; guide distance; rigidity; how 

well it fits different glass sizes;  and ware through use over-time. 

As the solution is limited to full length walls one might also want to consider lengths span-

ning half the width or length of the drawer. This would increase the flexibility of the solution. 

 





 

 

4. Avalon Innovation Model – Process 

Analysis 

Analyzing the AIM 

The following chapter presents an analysis of AIM as an innovation 

model as well as a service product. It is based on the case conducted 

during the course of the project, a study of the theoretical framework 

presented earlier and a study of practitioners of AIM at Avalon. 

First the method of the study is described and presented, followed by 

the results and an analysis of the model. The chapter presents sugges-

tions of improvement for AIM both in terms of the process but also for 

future improvement to AIM as a service product. 
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4.1 Method 
The project and its study of the Avalon Innovation Model have been conducted at Avalon’s 

Stockholm office. For the duration of the project the author has been located at site and 

through interviews and literature studies gathered data regarding the model and its reception 

among engineers and consultants at Avalon. 

4.1.1 Interviews 
To gather insight in how AIM works in practice interviews with experienced engineers from 

Avalon were conducted during the project. The participants came from different business ar-

eas of Avalon from mechanical engineering to Information system development.  

Three types of interviewees were identified during the study. First, highly experienced AIM 

participants; these had been project managers for at least one AIM project or participated as 

project members in several AIM projects. Second, members with low experience, who had 

participated in less than one AIM project, such as being active on only a phase or a few work-

shops. Lastly, key members, who had been involved in developing AIM as a process and 

product. These key members had also worked in some capacity in AIM projects. 

Two groups were interviewed during the study; Table 8 presents the distribution of inter-

viewee types and methods for the interviews. Members of the two groups were interviewed 

individually. 

Table 8 – Presents the distribution of, key members, highly experienced and members with low experience 

in the interview groups of the project. Also the interview method for each group is presented. 

 Key High Low Method 

Group 1 0 5 2 Semi-structured interviews 

Group 2 4 0 0 Unstructured interviews and lecture like dialogs 

Group 1 was interviewed regarding their view of AIM’s function as a support in the develop-

ment process; team structures; communication between customers and project group; and also 

what type of customers AIM is offered to as well as the customers’ reactions to AIM. Follow 

up questions, where subjects were asked to clarify and provide details on anecdotes and an-

swers were used in order to further investigate subjects and reveal details. The questionnaire 

used during interviews with group 1 can be seen in Appendix 17: Interview Guide. 

The author interacted with representatives from group 2 several time during the project. At 

early stages several lecture like conversations took place in order to educate the author on the 

subject of AIM’s process and purpose. During later stages unstructured interviews regarding 

the development, both to the current state and future development, was conducted. 

The results of the interviews with the two groups were noted and compiled to quotes explain-

ing the interviewees’ positions on the different subjects. Depending on the location of the 

interviewee, the interviews were conducted in person or over the phone. 
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4.1.2 Document Study 
Studies of written materials discussing AIM were confined to internal presentations intended 

for education workshops and internal web-pages. The author was also granted access to Ava-

lon’s dedicated AIM site, which describes the process in more detail. Other written materials 

were document templates, describing some of the included tools and processes used in AIM. 

4.1.3 Discussions & Observations 
During work at Avalon, group discussions regarding AIM rose at several occasions. Of these, 

two were noted and views on AIM were observed and recorded on paper. None of the partici-

pants in these discussions had actually performed an AIM project and their knowledge of the 

process and workings could be described as light, having been introduced to the concept alt-

hough not having practiced the model.  

The reason for including these in the project is that they provide a view on AIM from the en-

gineers and consultants that have yet to be fully introduced into the concept of AIM. The goal 

was to use these discussions as a means of collecting a bearing on popular opinion. 

In total 4+7 people (including the author) were engaged in these discussions at the two occa-

sions when the comments and results were noted. Since the discussions were spontaneous in 

nature results were later double checked with engineers involved in the discussion. 

4.1.4 AIM Case 
A product development project utilizing AIM as the working process was carried out in order 

to assess AIM strength and weaknesses in a real situation. The procedures, results and analy-

sis of this case are presented in depth in chapter 3 ―Avalon Innovation Model – The Case‖.  

4.1.5 Analysis 
In order to analyze AIM as a process the results of the interviews, literature studies and pro-

cedures were compared to the theory gathered before and during the project. With the goal of 

evaluating how well AIM’s design stacks up to the current theory of innovation and its pro-

cess. 

AIM was also analyzed with a focus on the model as a service product. Here the results from 

the interviews with group 1 and 2 were compared to the theory of service design with a focus 

on B2B services. 
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4.2 Results 
Here, the results from the interview, case and analysis of resources are compiled and pre-

sented. 

4.2.1 AIM-site & Resources 
AIM as a process is covered under chapter 2 ―Avalon Innovation Model - Description‖. In 

summary the site describes the process phases, their purpose and activities performed during 

these phases. The site also includes information regarding project steering and planning as 

well as meeting procedures. The information is in greater detail than in the report, although 

the report gives a good view of the kind of information presented. 

In addition the site contains templates to be filled out by the project group during the different 

phases. As well as names of tools the group can use for these. It is worth noting that the site 

does not present how these tools are used or when they are appropriate. 

Both the site and resources, like presentations and PowerPoint slides, were observed to con-

tain an abundance of ―sales speech‖, that is language and information directed to a potential 

customer in order to sell AIM as a service.  

The site contained none, or little, information regarding how to cast a functioning project 

team was observed. The same can be said for information about how the process was devel-

oped or its quality assurance.  Missing was also material describing priorities and procedure 

when adapting the process to a specific project or product. Neither could material be found on 

how responsibilities of information delivery should be shared among the different stakehold-

ers, the information referred to could be market and competition information, users for user 

studies and similar. 

Observing and studying the site revealed that the site was very heavy on mechanical engi-

neering and development of mechanical product development. This could be seen in both the 

language and methods. Neither software development nor service design was mentioned or 

focused on in any detail. 
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4.2.2 Interviews & Discussion 
The results from the interviews and discussion have been structured under different subjects 

corresponding to areas when interviewees had most input. Some quotes have been re-written 

in order to keep respondents anonymous and others have been re-written in order to summa-

rize views held by many or all respondents. 

AIM as a product development Support Tool 

The interviewees believed AIM to be a useful tool in order to help the product developers 

concentrate and to work the right way from the start.  

There was an agreement amongst engineers focusing on mechanical design that AIM worked 

fairly well on all types of problems and that the iterative process worked well in the early 

phases of development. By those specializing in software design the view towards AIM was a 

little more hesitant as it was seen as less iterative than preferred processes, SCRUM for ex-

ample. The general quotes below illustrate these differences. 

“I want to work iteratively in a SCRUM-like fashion, and AIM seems to work against these 

principles.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

“AIM works well on all types of problems and help you to do right from the get go.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

An over whelming majority agreed that AIM defined a good standard where the process 

helped the team to give a foundation to making decisions. Participants argued that AIM 

helped groups come to decisions in a way that enabled everyone to have an equal share in the 

decision. 

“AIM enables democracy and all votes have the same value.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

The main criticism regarding AIM was the usage of the AIM site and the rigidness and/or 

complexity of templates and tools. Adapting the site for a project was seen as cumbersome 

and difficult. There were concerns that tools were too complex and demanded too much input 

(and thus time) for shorter projects. There were also concerns raised regarding the process’s 

quality assurance process, in the sense that they sought better ways to raise and implement 

suggestions to improve AIM.   

“AIM needs to be simpler! Especially the site is hard to adapt to specific projects.” 
Project manager at Avalon 

Some suggestions to these problems were given in terms of more tools with different nuances, 

which could correspond to different projects. Also it was suggested that AIM should define 

the template for a project and then help adapting the process to the project. Regarding quality 

assurance no real suggestions were made, indicating that the problem could be more of a 

feeling of not having the possibility to influence the process. 
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Teams in AIM 

The general view on team composition in AIM was that it was lacking integration and that the 

casting of team roles was often arbitrary. There was an understanding that the current availa-

bility of competences was guiding in this. However, consensus was clear that the project team 

hereby lost important knowledge and competencies in the different phases. 

“Casting the team is often arbitrary and as a result industrial designers are often removed 

after concept generation and the mechanical designers have usually not been involved in the 

insight phase” 
Project manager at Avalon 

Most practitioners of AIM believed that one wanted a small group that composed the founda-

tion of the project, which remained intact during development. Also experience was an im-

portant factor when choosing team members. 

Communication in AIM 

When discussing communication within AIM the interviewees were divided. Several believed 

that communication between Avalon’s customers and the project group worked well with the 

structure provided by AIM. On the other side several people also believed that customers 

were often out of the information flow, the interviewees felt that this isolation was often self-

inflicted by the customers as the quote below shows. 

“Customers can often have an attitude like, „You fix this and we‟ll come back when you are 

done‟, which definitely doesn‟t helps communication.” 
Project manager at Avalon 

Participants all agreed that the site had an important function in terms of communication, 

mainly for communicating results to Avalon’s customers, but also for communication within 

the team. However several of the participants had made the observation that the site was not 

adapted to the customer. Specifically things like all different templates and tools. Since these 

were not always used participants felt that customers might see these empty documents as 

lack of effort or neglectfulness by the engineers. Also suggestions that it should be easier for 

customers to follow project status, progression and results were raised. 

“The site must be much more flexible to the customer and project. There are things there that 

the customers really don‟t need to see as we look bad or lazy!” 
Project manager at Avalon – referring to empty documents and templates 

“Customers, which pay for an iterative development project, can at times feel worried about 

the project not hitting time tables and budget. Here the site has a very important function to 

show project progress” 
Engineer and Project manager at Avalon 
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Introducing AIM 

During the interviews a few participants gave suggestions on how to introduce AIM to a 

greater number of Avalon employees. One suggestion that was strongly argued for was for 

Avalon to work more with internal development project where engineers and designers can 

learn and gain experience with AIM processes and methods, while AIM gains a greater port-

folio of projects. 

“For greater acceptance and spread of AIM within Avalon I think we must work with more 

internal projects.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

4.2.3 AIM as a Product 
When asked to elaborate on AIM and its offer to customers, interviewees in general believed 

that it offered value, in terms of clarifying the front-end of product development, clear deliv-

eries and arguments for better products. They also felt that customers were mostly positive to 

the concept of AIM. Despite this, they pointed out that many potential customers would back 

out when costs were discussed and that this was also depended on the size of the customer 

company. Larger companies would be more willing to spend money while smaller companies 

were thought to be more dependent on a key figure (like an owner) being open to new pro-

cesses. 

“Customers are generally very interested but will often pull back when we talk money. “ 
Project manager at Avalon 

“In smaller businesses you are often dependent on the boss being open to new ways of 

working” 
Engineer at Avalon 

It was also noted that AIM, as a service product, had not gone through a formal analysis stage 

where customers’ needs had been compiled or analyzed. The perception given during inter-

views was that the development of AIM as a product had been somewhat ad hoc and based on 

one’s own experience rather than data from customers. 

 “AIM is built on our experiences, even though there has been no formal study of the needs 

and thoughts of the customer‟s we have a good view on what they want.” 
Engineer, Project manager and key member at Avalon 

In connection to this issue it was identified that several interviewees believed the offer of 

AIM to be too inflexible. The lack of adaptation to customers different economical capabili-

ties was a concern as well as what parts of the process was needed. A point that was raised 

was that many customers might have a process for implementation that they want to use but 

have virtually no process for the early stages of product development. 

“There really should be an AIM-light for smaller businesses; it [AIM] should be easier to 

adapt to different customers‟ wallets” 
Project manager at Avalon 
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Even though most participants believed that AIM was a good way to solve product develop-

ment problem the experience was that customers could be thinking of AIM as a silver bullet. 

The consensus was that AIM was a good package for sales persons but that customers might 

think that they were promised new innovative solutions. When a project later concluded with 

an ―ordinary‖ solution customers would at times be disappointed. The solution was thought to 

be a more evident strategy for AIM. Resulting in clarity that AIM is no guarantee for success 

or finding hidden gems but a process to minimize the risks of product development.  

“Customers often expect the unexpected and can be disappointed and feel betrayed if we 

come with solutions they already suspected, or thought that they knew.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

“One has to be clear that AIM provides opportunities to find problems but is no guarantee for 

finding hidden things.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

There was, among the interviewees, some confusion regarding the value in letting customers 

get a hold on the AIM-site where information that was seen as valuable by the participants 

since it would be easy to copy and implement on one’s own. 

“It‟s strange that we let customers have access to all information about how we work with 

AIM, there is a risk that they will copy us.” 
Engineer at Avalon 

Finally a few quotes stood out regarding the view on AIM’s status as a process in relation to 

its status as a product. AIM was, by a few of the participants, viewed as a finished product 

which should be sold rather than developed further. The core in this view was that changes to 

the process were, at this point, unnecessary as it was more important to sell the product. 

“AIM should get to mature, now is not the time to make changes to the process, rather, it‟s 

time to sell AIM to customers.” 
Engineer, Project manager and key member at Avalon 

4.2.4 Working with AIM 
In the case study where AIM was used as a new product development process, it proved to be 

somewhat daunting. This was mostly caused by the absence of concrete information regarding 

what tools or methods to use, when and why. With the abundant of information expected to be 

collected and processed, especially during the insight phase, some alternatives to what should 

be prioritized would have helped the project along faster. This type of information was often 

somewhat hidden, at times even missing, or confined to a single or few persons. Thus as a 

developer one would not really know where to look. 

In addition information found often seemed to be directed towards sales personnel and cus-

tomers, as there were many terms and wordings that seem more like commercial than concrete 

instructions. This feeling was the same both for resources (like presentations) and the AIM 

site. 
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Working within the AIM process could at times be complicated in terms of methods and pro-

cesses being overly complex. Many times the methods and templates being more thorough 

and complicated than the task required. When this occurred there were no pointers to suggest 

alternative ways or methods. 

Despite some arguments regarding inefficiency, following the process led to a good basis 

from which arguments for choices, be it concepts, paths or methods could be constructed. The 

goal with the process is to structure results from different phases and it did facilitate discus-

sions and decisions throughout the project. 

There was a lack of methods and tools to help practitioners maintain a clear vision of the user 

and customer needs throughout the AIM process, particularly beyond the insight phase. Dur-

ing the case personas and scenarios were used to present this vision to people engaged in the 

project. 

During the project, efforts were taken to keep Mälarplast, who in practice was the customer of 

the project, in the loop. Discussions, both during and after the project, with Mälarplast re-

vealed that it can be difficult to communicate the benefits of AIM. This seemed especially 

true when the project would take new directions, with such things as concept ideas or business 

cases, which were not expected by customers in the first place. Mälarplast viewed the project 

as a delivery project where a specific product, albeit with freedom in the type of solution, was 

ordered. Thus, such changes seemed like they would be costly and unnecessary.  
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4.3 Analysis 
One thing that became apparent when studying AIM was that due to the nature of the business 

it is designed for, the engineering consultant business, it is important to detach AIM’s two 

separate fields; AIM  the product, and AIM the Process; from one another. 

4.3.1 The process  
AIM focuses heavily on the front-end of product development. With this emphasis on insight 

and understanding the foundations of the problem before trying to solve it AIM closely fol-

lows the proposed best practice of clearing up the fuzzy front-end (Kim & Wilemon, 2002). 

As it is reported that such an approach facilitates quality and lower costs in innovation AIM 

would seem to be on the right track. 

As noticed in several parts of the study there is no indication of how different tools and parts 

of the processes should be prioritized on a project to project basis. Related to this some tools 

also seemed too complex and rigorous for the tasks, as well as some explanations on how to 

use templates and tools were missing. This problem was noticed both in the performed case 

but also by engineers later in the interviews. The results of this seemed to be less efficient 

projects, which took longer to start than necessary. This could lead to higher costs and there-

fore disgruntled customers. 

The worry, expressed by engineers at Avalon, that AIM does not allow for iterative develop-

ment would, at first, seem to be unfounded. Looking closer into the description of AIM and 

the activities in different phases it seems, however, to suggest a more linear approach than the 

intentions states. The iterative elements within AIM, especially going from concept develop-

ment back to insight but also within concept development, is ―allowed‖ rather than ―encour-

aged‖, a priority that goes against the agile manifesto where iteration through responding to 

change is a vital part. In fact AIM is very similar to Royce’s (1970) waterfall model where 

verification is done after each step and redone if the result fails, with the addition that AIM 

allows for a jump back to the insight phase from the ideation phase. All this taken into ac-

count the layout of the AIM process is closer to a Stage-Gate process than an agile process. 

As a stage-gate process, however, AIM does some vital things right. The stages added in 

AIM, compared to the original stage-gate model, are focusing on the early parts of develop-

ment, which according to theory is the most efficient way to achieve quality and efficiency 

from the process (Phillips, Neailey, & Broughton, 1999). 

The elements missing for AIM to be a more agile process could possibly be rectified by 

adapting the process further towards service and software development; Two perspectives that 

are currently sorely missing. Since both of these branches of product development benefit 

from a more agile process (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011; Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008) while 

hardware and mechanical development have been shown to be viable for agile approaches 

(Punkka, 2012) this route seems very plausible. 
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Market Orientation 

Market orientation is, according to the theory, a contributing reason to profitable and success-

ful innovation (Narver, Slater, & MacLachlan, 2004). AIM does very much embrace this view 

in its process. Heavy focus is put on both end-customers/users as well as the competition. To 

this AIM adds internal business to the mix, this would seem to be only natural since Avalon is 

a consultant firm and therefore lacks innate knowledge of each specific business they work in 

and with. The argument made by Lukas and Ferrell (2000), regarding caution of putting too 

much focus on competition, could be a source of concern AIM. This as there is ample of in-

formation expected to be compiled and analyzed with regards to the market and the competi-

tion within the process. 

Integration 

AIM does however have a slightly shaky view on market orientation’s third pillar, where in-

tegration of different functions is concerned. The process itself seems to be aiming at inte-

grating the service recipient, which could represent functions such as market, sales and per-

haps manufacturing. Although in practice this integration is not always carried out. Also there 

is no plan for when such interaction, and how much interaction, should take place. 

Extending the view on integration to the project team it is also evident that there lacks a plan 

for how project teams are casted in an integrated way. Information regarding steps, priorities, 

and strategies regarding casting could offer a great help to project managers in order to create 

cross-functional teams. Continuously working in a cross-functional manner would provide 

AIM with a greater ability to generate more innovative solutions (Koufteros, Vonderembse, & 

Doll, 2001), of better quality and more prone to success (Sohlenius, 1992) as well as shorten-

ing lead times (Swink, Talluri, & Pandejpong, 2006). Though, as noted during the interviews 

such strategies could be difficult to realize due to resources not being available. 

A more conscious choice of when and where to integrate would provide AIM with a more 

efficient strategy to handle risk within the projects, this since new risky projects are more well 

served by high integration while less risky projects can be handled with lower levels of inte-

gration (Gemser & Leenders, 2011). In light of this there are opportunities to create strategies 

to handle communication and cooperation both within the team and with Avalon’s customers 

(who are here seen as functions of the team) depending on project type and risk. 

User Involvement 

Adding to the ambition to be a guide and risk minimizer during the product development pro-

cess’s front end, AIM has the ambition to involve users, particularly during the early phases 

such the insight phase. In this, AIM closely follows the view from much of the theory, in the 

sense that the mission is to find the unspoken needs and reasons behind problems.  

One thing that AIM seems to miss is to pinpoint which users to engage in product develop-

ment. According to theory the lead user should be focused when striving for innovative prod-

ucts and new solutions for the future. There is little one would have to change for AIM to be 

able to adapt to this theory. In fact, AIM seems to mainly miss the second step, to identify 

lead users who fit the definition, in von Hippel's (1986) suggested way of finding lead users. 

Adapting to this might further enhance AIM’s innovative power in product development. 
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Research has shown that the product development process is well served by keeping a user 

perspective and involving users throughout the projects. Here AIM is lacking tools and strate-

gies for how this is accomplished. Such methods and strategies could for example be to in-

volve users in idea generation or integrate personas and scenarios in the appropriate methods 

as proposed by Bødker and Christiansen (1994). The usage of personas and scenarios in the 

case extended the notion of the user need further than the insight phase when new people 

were introduced to the project and its problems (Pruitt & Adlin, 2006). Here, the process is 

missing an important input to idea generation as well as verifying concepts and ideas. 

4.3.2 The product 
AIM fits very well into Vargo’s and Lusch’s (2004) definition of a service. With a focus on 

customers being involved in decisions relating to the value of the final result there is signs of 

quality to the process, as described in the theory. These decisions could be related to concepts, 

ideas and strategies. The main problem that the study showed was that customers can, at 

times, lack commitment to the project, finding ways to ensure such commitment would be 

very valuable for the process.  

According to theory a successful B2B service should be adaptable (Lapierre, 1997). During 

the studies, concerns regarding AIM flexibility arose. If AIM is hard to adapt and does not 

support project managers in adapting the process to specific projects and products this could 

become a serious downside to the service. Particularly if it renders the service unable to sat-

isfy customer needs. 

Interviews showed that customers could be insecure in the result if information was not re-

ceived or passed on properly. In particularly with the insecurity with the value of front-end 

results AIM might lack arguments regarding the benefits in these areas. Such information 

should, according to theory be concentrating on how AIM provides better results for the cus-

tomer. As theory shows that actions and decisions taken in the front-end of development are 

of great importance to results, costs and time (Ullman, 2010). AIM’s focus on these areas 

should provide important arguments for customer value. 

Results from the interviews suggests that by lessening the irrelevant information provided to 

customers, such as stages and tools not used, and providing information regarding the process 

result the level of customer satisfaction would increase. Such a move might decrease worries 

regarding insecurity with supposedly iterative development. The theory also supports that 

successfully increasing customer satisfaction will lead to greater customer loyalty 

(Jayawardhena, Souchon, Farrell, & Glanville, 2007). 

According to the interviews no formal service design procedure has been adopted when de-

veloping AIM. Such an approach would not be recommended as service design, according to 

theory, is very depended on consumer interaction and feedback (Stickdorn & Schneider, 

2011). Using only experience and no collection of data and analysis could potentially mean 

missing important customer needs and requirements. In this sense AIM will probably never be 

finished even though it seems well and ready for real live chases. 
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4.4 Discussion 
There are certainly concerns regarding the low number of representatives interviewed during 

the study. A foundation of eleven interviews will not give a result that can be generally appli-

cable to any and all situations.  The reason for this is the relatively few people who have actu-

ally worked within an AIM project. Though, between the analysis of the site, the case and the 

interviews the results were relatively similar in the places where these studies overlapped. 

Based on this, confidence in the conclusions regarding the process itself should be relatively 

high. 

Since results regarding AIM as a product was mainly extracted through the interviews the 

results here are somewhat more unreliable, since the other sources cannot back these up. In 

order to rectify these results from previous projects, such as sales figures, number of released 

products and other track records could have been examined and analyzed. Also interviews 

with customers and buyers of AIM as a product could have provided valuable insight. The 

reasons for not doing so are stated in the delimitations as time and access constraints. As a 

result conclusions regarding the product aspects of AIM should be taken as pointers of where 

to go next, although they should not be disregarded. 

It is important to keep in mind that representatives interviewed for the study were mainly 

from Avalon’s mechanical engineering department. Even though some software developers 

were present this distribution may have skewed the results. This indicates that results gener-

alizing the benefits or disadvantages of AIM, in product development in general, could do 

well with a second round of interviews focusing more on software development. 

In order to gain better insight into the wishes and issues perceived by the engineers at Avalon 

some sort of workshop regarding AIM could possibly have enhanced the analysis and recom-

mendations presented in this report. The lack of such measures alienates the users of the pro-

cess from these conclusions. Preferably future developments of AIM will take this into con-

sideration and let users of the process be more involved. 

4.5 Recommendations 
In order to create a process that can be used in a consultant-environment where projects and 

problems ranged from different markets and disciplines there is a great need of flexibility. 

Since this seems to be a problem within AIM the author would recommend considering a 

more agile approach to product development. This type of process is more suitable for at least 

two out of three areas AIM is said to be focusing on. More so than a pure stage-gate or water-

fall process.  

To make mechanical development more flexible it would be possible to extend the use of 

prototypes and rapid prototyping to early phases in such projects. Such an approach coupled 

with close communication and testing by customers, users and other relevant stakeholder 

could prove to increase user involvement, integration and thereby lead times, product quality 

and chance of market success. In such an approach the three phases would probably be iter-

ated through numerous times, until the prototype evolves into a finished product. And as agile 
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approaches, according to theory, are applicable to mechanical design as well this recommen-

dation is well worth considering.  

With an agile process, with inspirations from SCRUM, perhaps a service product like AIM 

can be more flexible as well. A suggestion could be to sell sprints or similar in order to be 

more adaptable to customers’ needs. 

Apart from the recommendation regarding the basic process structure, based on the analysis 

and result of the study of AIM, the following recommendations for continuing to improve 

AIM both as a process and as a product can be offered: 

 Review the tools used in AIM. Consider providing information regarding their use and 

situational examples to help project groups choose tools and processes used when 

adapting the process to a particular project. 

 Involve engineers from all Avalon’s business areas when developing the process. This 

way the missing focus on software and services could be rectified. Let practitioners be 

active in assuring the quality of the process and make sure the organization surround-

ing quality assurance and process development is simple and clear. 

 Consider developing a strategy for working in and casting integrated/cross-functional 

teams. This does not necessarily mean large teams but could be accomplished with 

smaller core teams following the entire project. Including strategies for how and when 

Avalon’s customers (i.e. market, sales and manufacturing) are integrated, as well as 

end-customers and users, in accordance with the theory. This could strengthen AIM’s 

offer both as a product and as a process. Even if there are issues with personnel avail-

ability a strategy or vision would help in composing the team. 

 Separate the notion of AIM the product and AIM the process in Avalon’s collective 

mind. As resources and the site are struggling with the issue of focus it is likely both 

customers and developers will be confused by the information and not take key mes-

sages to heart. There is a need to realize that these two groups are different receivers 

and have different objectives and expectations on AIM. By doing so development of 

AIM can be more focused and effective. 

 Consider taking a more formal approach to service design when developing AIM as a 

product. Include stakeholders (for example, customers, engineers, managers and sales 

personnel) in the process and iterate to continuously improve the process and product. 

It is important to realize that neither will ever be finished even though they might be 

ready to use. 
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5.1 Figure Sources 
Figure 15a: Product photo by Mälarplast; URL: http://www.augustlundh.se/backlada-kssu-

standard-5/  

Figure 15b: Product photo by Mälarplast; URL: http://www.augustlundh.se/glashallare-

atlas-standard-3/ 

Figure 15c: Photo by: Todd Lappin; Some rights reserved: Share and Remix under   

URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/telstar/6202158/  

Figure 17 to the left: Product photo by Alibaba.com; URL: http://www.alibaba.com/product-

gs/550702551/Atlas_Aircraft_Plastic_Drawer.html 

Figure 17 to the right: Product photo by Korita Aviation; URL: http://www.korita-

aviation.com/_brochures/Korita%20Aviation%20product%20brochure.pdf 

Figure 18 top left: Product photo by TP-packaging; URL: 

http://www.tppackaging.com/shopdisplayproducts.asp?id=8&cat=Airline+and+Catering 

Figure 18 top right: Product photo by TP-packaging; URL: 

http://www.tppackaging.com/shopdisplayproducts.asp?id=8&cat=Airline+and+Catering 

Figure 18 bottom left: Product photo by Icebridge; URL: http://icebridge.eu/wp/  

Figure 18 bottom right: Product photo by Icebridge; URL: http://icebridge.eu/wp/   

Figure 19: Illustration from “Intellectual Property in Australia”
13

; URL: 

http://static.ipaustralia.com.au/store1/20/03/27/12/29/image_2.png 

Figure 24: Photo for Persona by: Josef Seibel; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix and 

Commercial use under  URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/josefseibel/5537653702/  

  

                                                 

13
 Intellectual Property in Australia is an Australian organization, which works to provide public access of the 

records of Australia’s department of intellectual properties (such as patents and similar). 
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Appendix 1: Detailed Overview of AIM 

A visual overview of the AIM process, the illustration is Avalon‟s official process illustration with the phases and tollgates. 

 
The Phases are: 

Insight Ideation Implementation 

 Goal 

o Background 

 Needs 

o Who? 

o Why? 

o How? 

 Business Case 

o Analysis 

 Requirements 

o Strategy 

 Ideas 

o Systematic Innovation 

 Concept 

o Create 

o Compare  

o Select 

 Controlled Design 

o Design 

o Test 

o Simulate 

 Technical Specification 

o Verification & Validation 

 Deployment 

o Market Launch 

The Process has 6+1 tollgates where decisions to move forward, iterate or stop are taken. 
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Project group & Milestones 
The project manager is responsible for planning the project. Avalon’s customer and the pro-

ject manager are the two responsible for risk analysis as well as managing any changes in the 

project (such as requirements, plans or similar). The project manager should also keep the 

customer and other stakeholders up to date through a bi-weekly report on the project’s status. 

After the project is finished the project group should summarize the project and engage in a 

lessons learned exercise to ensure that information is transferred to future projects. 

Meetings 

During meetings the project manager is in charge. In AIM, one strive to have frequent and 

short ―Pulse‖ meetings where the project team and report status, potential problems and what 

should be done to the next meeting. 

During the meeting the project plan should be visualized with the tasks, date and status on a 

large paper or white board to give everyone a clear picture of the project status. Also prob-

lems should be marked on the board during the meetings to make people aware. 

After the meeting, problems, that the group find that they might need help with, should be 

lifted to Avalon’s customer and together with the project manager a suitable action is decided. 

Tollgates & Milestones 

There are seven tollgates in AIM, T0-T6. These tollgates represent meetings where the steer-

ing committee, consisting of at least the customer, someone responsible for project quality 

and a representative from Avalon, will decide whether the project has finished the previous 

phase (or sub-phase) and is allowed to continue. The decision can be to stop, go or repeat. It is 

judged on the completion and quality of the activities and deliverables. Also for every gate 

one look to decide if the project is in line with Avalon’s customers’ expectations, business 

goals and if the value of the project motivates the cost. 

Before each tollgate there is a milestone, where the project group meets to analyze and dis-

cuss the status of the project. The group then decides on a recommendation to the Tollgate 

meeting whether the project should go forth, stop or loop the phase. 
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Appendix 2: Risk analysis 

The project will be subject to many risks. The following was an attempt to outline the greatest 

risks as well as the most likely risks. Each risk was assigned a value representing the likeli-

hood of occurrence. The risks are also accompanied with measures to be taken, either if the 

risk is a reality or to prevent the risk from happening. 

Risk description 
Likelihood of event (low, 

medium, high) 
Potential/Preventive 

Measure 

Inability to work due to 
sickness. 

Low 
Be prepared to postpone the 
project and tell CSN about 
the break. 

Not allowed access to 
relevant persons within 
flight catering industry. 

Medium/high 

Look for alternate industries 
that might suffice. Such as 
Trains, boats or industry 
kitchens. 

Time plan does not hold up. High 

Do not take full loans from 
CSN and be prepared to have 
a week or two as a buffer at 
the end of the project. Make 
greater delimitation to the 
scope of the project. 

Mälarplast decides to 
withdraw. 

Low 

Let the project continue as 
planned. And contact other 
producers that might be 
interested (not before the 
risk is reality). 

Avalon decides to withdraw. Low 
Ask if Peter at Mälarplast 
could stand in as supervisor. 

Is given too few resources 
(time and counseling) by a 
supervisor. 

Low/medium 
Ask others at Avalon or KTH 
if they would be willing to 
handle the supervisor role. 
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The author is offered 
employment or similar. 

Low/medium 

Postpone starting date until 
after the project is finished. 
Alternatively adapt the 
project plan to 
accommodate for both 
working and finishing the 
project. (i.e. working part 
time on both) 

Other aspects involving the 
drawer are revealed. (Such 
as other solutions rather 
than changing the drawer 
might be suitable) 

Medium/high 

Discuss with Mälarplast and 
present the new 
opportunities and together 
reach a decision concerning 
the continuation of the 
project.  

Feedback and support from 
supervisors is impaired 
during summer months due 
to vacations. 

High 

Have a flexible plan and take 
independent decisions 
regarding the project’s 
continuation. Also have 
alternative tasks, within the 
project, to do in case the 
project is standing still. 
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Appendix 3: User Studies 

The following appendix describes in further detail the user studies performed during the pro-

ject. For a full overview readers are encouraged to read both this and section 3.2.4 ”The Use 

Case”. For more information regarding the method see section 3.1.2 “Conducting User 

Studies”. 

SAS 
At SAS the utility department was visited. Here users packed various non-food items belong-

ing in the cabin of a plane, such as pillows, paper, pens, maps and similar items. 

Users did not pack the drawers to the brim, at least not when packing utilities such as ques-

tionnaires (from immigrations and customs that travelers answer upon arriving to the coun-

try). However this was more due to the ―lack‖ of items needed to be sent to each aircraft ra-

ther than inefficient packing.  

The users packed the drawers standing at ―assembly‖ stations where each user has a list of 

items that should go in each drawer. Depending on flight destination each drawer has its own 

content. 

At the moment there were no types of pockets or sectioning that separates different items 

from each other. Papers and such were strung together with rubber bands so as not to cause 

chaos during transport. Users on the packaging side did not seem to mind this very much. 

Users would put packed drawers into trolleys for shipping to aircrafts. As they put them into 

the trolley they sometimes got stuck or jammed. This would happen if the drawer was not slid 

in at a straight line or if the drawer had been deformed. Users told that such jams would, at 

times, result in the user kicking the drawer or in some other forceful manner make the drawer 

slide into place. Such handling could (and did) break pointy (and more fragile) edges on the 

drawer. 

Gate Gourmet and LSG Sky Chefs 
As catering suppliers, for Airline companies such as SAS and railway companies like SJ, Gate 

Gourmet (GG) and LSG Sky Chefs have a lot of contact with the drawers in question. At their 

locales anything from cutlery, snacks, foods, alcoholic drinks are packed and shipped to air-

crafts.  

In many regards LSG and GG are facing the same challenges and are using similar processes. 

Both also receive detailed orders that must be met both in terms of time and quality. 

The catering process lets the drawers go through several different stages. They are washed on 

a line-washer where they are put through high temperatures from water and steam. From the 

washer they are transported and stored by the ―assembly-line‖ where foods and other goods 

are packed. The catering companies are also the receiver of the leftovers and items in need of 

washing before being reused after a trip.  
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Packing 

Packaging of the drawers is done in a working (or assembly) line fashion (an example can be 

seen in Figure A6 - 1). A user of the drawer (in this case packaging personnel) would get an 

order of X number of trolleys packed in a certain way. These trolley variations would differ 

between customers
14

. Users would generally have a hefty amount of time pressure since the 

orders was on tight schedules.  

 
Figure A6 - 1 – Shows users packing goods in drawers, an example of how a packaging line at LSG looks. 

The goods Users were handling at the packing station at GG and LSG are of great variety in 

both shape and size. Depending on customer-class (like economy, business and so on) the 

glasses, food containers and cutlery change. There is a given order and amount for every item 

packed in the drawer (these regulations come from SAS or the airline ordering).   

An example of the variety of sizes and shapes can be seen in Figure A6 - 2. To accommodate 

for these differences, inlays, in the form of cardboard-drawers, are often used to create pock-

ets for more efficient packing (these can also be seen in Figure A6 - 2). The inlays were 

considered cheap and easy to use, which were their main sales point. 

Same as with SAS’s utility personnel, users at times encountered situations where the drawer 

would get jammed when placed in the trolley. 

                                                 

14
 In this case the customer would be a railway or airline company like SJ or SAS. 
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Figure A6 - 2 – There is a great variety of shapes and sizes on different types of bottles and cans 

Transport 

Trolleys are transported with motor vehicles from the packaging location to the plane or train 

(inflight catering larger, specially built, loading trucks are used while railway caterers use 

trucks resembling larger golf carts with a storage unit on the back). Transports were carried 

out by the caterers’ personnel. 

Between packing and transport trolleys with drawers and goods are stored in refrigerated 

rooms. This is important to keep the ―cooling-chain‖ intact; the ―cooling-chain‖ refers to the 

need to keep foods at a low and constant temperature during the whole transport and service. 

The catering companies are responsible for transporting the packed goods to the trains and 

planes waiting to take off. From the moment the trolleys leave for transport the goods will 

start dropping in temperature. Here another problem with the drawers was identified.  

To keep the temperature at a low temperature catering companies use ice (and dry ice) in the 

top drawer in a trolley. With the intent of letting the cold air sink in the trolley and keep the 

goods cool. However, together with the goods stored within, the drawers would insulate the 

lower layers too well. This would result in the cold staying at the top drawer and not flowing 

downwards.  

Users had attempted to solve the problem by drilling holes in the bottom of the drawers. 

However the result of this was that the temperature of the second drawer from the top rapidly 

dropped and froze the contained products, while the remaining drawer’s temperature did not 

fall enough. 
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SJ 
At SJ users were using the drawer both as storage but also for serving goods and plating 

goods at the counter. The users were employees of SJ who worked both as service personnel 

and as factotums of the train helping with all types of situations, such as checking tickets and 

calling out messages to passengers. 

Service - Bistro 

Before service begins, and passengers were let in to the bistro, the crew would prepare by 

putting products from the drawers on shelves and in baskets for customers to see. Some prod-

ucts like beer and soda in cans were served directly from the drawers, which were placed on 

the counter. Other products were served in smaller plastic drawers, which don’t fit the draw-

ers. 

Users would at times find the preparation work (see Figure A6 - 3) very stressful since there 

was a tight schedule. This made for a fairly unstable working position. While unpacking users 

would sometimes balance the drawer on the corner of the counter. Often the drawers were slid 

across the counter while changing position when packing up a new product (which should be 

placed at a different shelf or another drawer). 

 
Figure A6 - 3 – User preparing service in the Bistro 
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During service in the bistro, passengers would help themselves to the products they desired 

and pay at the end of the counter. As the passengers emptied the drawers the products (partic-

ularly cans and such) would fall and move in the drawer which would make the counter less 

presentable to the passenger (that is the customer of the bistro). 

There were also products (specifically wine bottles) which wouldn’t fit in any of the drawers, 

baskets or drawers present. The solution would be that these products were randomly placed 

on the counter (at times laid down behind other products).  

After service the users would take the drawers to put left-over products that should go to the 

caterer in return. While doing this there was not the same structure as with the packaging 

phase, rather is was more random and products were packed where they fit. 

Service – Cabin 

Service in the cabin (see Figure A6 - 4) was briefly observed and users were interviewed 

about the process. During the study occasion the trolleys were not pushed in the center aisle, 

this was apparently due to whether the user felt there was time to sell or not. 

 
Figure A6 - 4 – The cabin of the train where user will pull the trolleys with drawers when serving passengers. 

Meals were heated in an onboard heating oven and served on trays. Users would not carry the 

drawer out to the passenger; here it was only used as storage before heating. 
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Appendix 4: Functional Analysis 

The Functional analysis was carried out during the insight phase. The functions revealed 

during the studies of the product, its usage and the market resulted in the following functional 

analysis. The functions have been categorized as main functions, sub functions or support 

functions. Functions without type-classifications are support functions or sub functions de-

pending on what function is above. For example function 1.1.1 is a sub function to 1.1 which 

in turn is a sub function to the Main function, while function 7.2 is a support function as it has 

no type category while 7.2.1 is a sub function to 7.2. 

  

 

  

    

  Functional Analysis 

  
Summary 

  
  

  Project Name   Flexible Storage Solution Date 2012-08-06 

  
Project Leader 

 
Christian Eriksson Version 1.0 

 
Issuer of tab   - Status active 
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No Type Functional Specification 

 
  

Mf, 

Sub, 

Sup 

Verb Noun Delimitation 

 

       

 

Main Function 

 

  
Mf House Goods 

Of great variety in airline/railway 
galley trolley  

 

  
   

  

 

1. Storage (in drawer) 

 

1.1 Sub Allow for storage volume 
For goods such as cans, bottles, 
plates, pillows, paper and more 

 

1.1.1   Maximize storage volume 
The more one can pack the cheaper 
for customer 

 

1.2   Allow for flexibility 
In space for goods, or separating 
different goods 

 

1.3   Optimize to customer specs 
Customers might have different 
needs from the drawer 

 

          

 

2. Ergonomics & Usage 

 

2.1 Sub Facilitate Carrying opportunity So that user can carry the drawer 

 

2.1.1   Optimize Carrying position Handles should be easily accessible 

 

2.2   Optimize friction 
Between surface and drawer 
bottom 

 

2.3   Provide Support 
When holding drawer with one hand 
while unpacking 

 

2.4   Ease understanding Of usage 

 

2.5 Sub Minimize  bacterial growth 
Food and hygienic items will be 
stored in drawer 

 

2.5.1   Ease dishwashing In industrial washing machine 

 

2.5.2   Minimize crevices So bacteria can't get a hold 

 

2.5.3   Show cleanliness 
It should be easy to see if drawer is 
dirty, use single color 

 

          

 

3. Storage (of drawer in trolley) 

 

3.1 Sub Enable insertion Of drawer in ATLAS trolley 

 

3.1.1   Ensure standard width 
Outer width should at max be 
270mm 
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3.1.2   Ensure standard depth 
Outer depth should be, at max 
380mm 

 

3.1.3   Ensure standard height Maximum height is 115mm 

 

3.2   Prevent jamming 
 

 

3.3   Maximize  number of drawers In trolley 

 

3.4   Ease insertion 
Make it easier for user to insert 
drawer 

 

3.5   Optimize friction Between trolley and drawer rail 

 

          

 

4. Temperature 

 

4.1   Optimize Airflow Around the drawer inside the trolley 

 

4.1.1   Optimize Airflow Within the drawer 

 

4.2   Minimize Insulation 
Drawers should preferably not 
insulate the goods from ice in top 
drawer 

 

          

 

5. Sustainability & Rigidness 

 

5.1   Allow for recycling 
Using recyclable materials in the 
drawer 

 

5.1.1   Allow for recycling Using only one material in drawer 

 

5.2   Optimize recyclable awareness 
Clearly show that the drawer is 
recyclable 

 

5.2.1   Optimize recyclable awareness 
Embed standard markings of 
manufacturing material 

 

5.3   Minimize ware When used in the field 

 

5.3.1   Minimize ware When washed 

 

5.4   Withstand temperature change From dishwasher to refrigerator 

 

5.5   Maximize  drawer rigidity 
The drawer should twist as little as 
possible while carrying 

 

          

 

6. Looks & Esthetics 

 

6.1   Enable stamping Of company logo (customer) 

 

6.2   Enable  variation In choice of color 

 

6.3   Express quality A rigid design 

 

6.4   Suit product range 
The solution is an addition to 
Mälarplast's current product range 

 

          

 

7. Manufacturing & Logistics 

 

7.1   Minimize material usage To keep cost and weight down 

 

7.2   Optimize design 
For injection molding, material need 
to flow evenly through mold 
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7.2.1   Optimize vertical release angle For injection molding 

 

7.2.2   Minimize material floating 
Material should harden evenly in 
the mold 

 

7.3   Allow for stacking Of drawer onto drawer 

 

7.4   Optimize packing 
On standard pallets, 1200x800mm 
(alt. 2000x800), max drawer/pallet 

 

  
   

  

 

8. Safety  

 

8.1   Minimize Sharp edges To prevent cuts 
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Appendix 5: Opportunity Value 

The opportunity value or innovation potential was calculated using Equation 1 on page 28. 

Weights for Importance and percentage met (i.e. how satisfied customers are with a function) 

were approximated with users, sales people and others with insight. “Winners” were function 

1.2 “Allow for Flexibility” and 4.1 “Optimize Air Flow” with 12.25 and 9.8 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Innovation Potential 

 

   
Weight – Opportunity 

No Functional Specification Rank Importance percentage met 
Innovation 

potential 

  Verb Noun N, W, NO (1-7) (0,0-1,0) Algorithm 

    
   

  

Main Function 

  House Goods N 7 1 7 

  
     

  

1. Storage (in drawer) 

1.1 Allow for storage volume N 7 0,9 7,7 

1.1.1 Maximize storage volume N 6,8 0,82 7,86 

1.2 Allow for flexibility W 7 0,25 12,25 

1.3 Optimize to customer specs W 4,75 0,55 5,65 

    
 

        

2. Ergonomics & Usage 

2.1 Facilitate 
Carrying 
opportunity 

N 6,25 0,7 7,6 

2.1.1 Optimize Carrying position N 6 0,7 7,1 

2.2 Optimize friction W 5 0,5 6,5 
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2.3 Provide Support W 6,4 0,74 7,62 

2.4 Ease understanding W 2 0,85 -1,95 

2.5 Minimize  bacterial growth N 7 0,8 8,4 

2.5.1 Ease dishwashing N 6,5 0,75 7,75 

2.5.2 Minimize crevices N 6,5 0,8 7,4 

2.5.3 Show cleanliness N 5,75 0,83 5,69 

    
 

        

3. Storage (of drawer in trolley) 

3.1 Enable insertion N 7 0,9 7,7 

3.1.1 Ensure standard width N 7 1 7 

3.1.2 Ensure standard depth N 7 1 7 

3.1.3 Ensure standard height N 7 1 7 

3.2 Prevent jamming W 5,8 0,75 6,35 

3.3 Maximize  
number of 
drawers 

N 7 0,8 8,4 

3.4 Ease insertion W 6,8 0,88 7,44 

3.5 Optimize friction W 5 0,6 5,8 

    
 

        

4. Temperature 

4.1 Optimize Airflow W 6,3 0,4 9,8 

4.1.1 Optimize Airflow W 6 0,5 8,5 

4.2 Minimize Insulation W 6 0,45 8,85 

              

5. Sustainability & Rigidness 

5.1 Allow for recycling W 5,5 0,85 5,05 

5.1.1 Allow for recycling W 5,5 0,8 5,4 

5.2 Optimize 
recyclable 
awareness 

W 5 0,4 7,2 

5.2.1 Optimize 
recyclable 
awareness 

N 5 0,4 7,2 

5.3 Minimize ware W 6,75 0,7 8,6 

5.3.1 Minimize ware W 6,75 0,7 8,6 

5.4 Withstand 
temperature 
change 

N 7 0,8 8,4 

5.5 Maximize  drawer rigidity W 6,8 0,86 7,58 

              

6. Looks & Esthetics 
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6.1 Enable stamping N 5 0,87 3,91 

6.2 Enable  variation W 3,5 0,73 1,89 

6.3 Express quality W 6 0,75 6,75 

6.4 Suit product range N 6 0,8 6,4 

              

7. Manufacturing & Logistics 

7.1 Minimize material usage N 4 0,6 3,8 

7.2 Optimize design N 7 0,75 8,75 

7.2.1 Optimize 
vertical release 
angle 

N 7 0,8 8,4 

7.2.2 Minimize material floating N 6,5 0,8 7,4 

7.3 Allow for stacking W 6,5 0,65 8,45 

7.4 Optimize packing W 6 0,55 8,15 

  
  

        

8. Safety  

8.1 Minimize Sharp edges W 6 0,86 5,98 
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Appendix 6: Talking Pictures 

The foundation of the exercise is to create associations between random pictures and the 

problem at hand. The following pictures represent a sample of the pictures used during the 

Talking Pictures exercise. 

  

  

Picture references 
Top Left by: Moyan Brenn; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix and Commercial use under 

; URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/aigle_dore/6930838882/  

Top Right by: Giles Clark; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix and Commercial use under 

 ; URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/purblind/6933457506/  

Bottom Left by: Birger Eriksson; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix and Commercial use 

under:  ; URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/eggib/2672539302/  

Bottom Right by: Jason Sturner; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix and Commercial use 

under  URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/josefseibel/5537653702/  

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/aigle_dore/6930838882/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/purblind/6933457506/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/eggib/2672539302/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/josefseibel/5537653702/
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Appendix 7: Requirement Specification 

The requirements have been divided into four categories: design, usage, rejection and func-

tional. They have also been assigned required or desired status depending on their rating 

from users and Mälarplast. It has been the goal to state all requirements in a measureable 

form. 

    

 

            

        
Requirements   

        

 
   

        

 
   

  
Project Name Flexible Storage Solution Date 2012-08-15 

  
Project Manager Christian Eriksson Version 2.0 

 
Writer - Status Active 

        

 
  Requirements (description in Swedish by Avalon)        

 
En kravspecifikation har till uppgift att tydligt specificera mått och övriga krav som ställs på en 
produkt eller tjänst. Dessa krav sammanställs i ett dokument som sammanfattar beställarens 
önskemål och krav produkten/tjänsten som ska framställas.  Kravspecifikationen används som 
ett styrande dokument för hur produkten ska utformas utifrån insiktsfasen. Under utvecklings-
processen kontrolleras framtagna förslag gentemot kravspecifikationen för att bekräfta att kra-
ven uppfylls. Uppfylls de inte bearbetas detaljer eller koncept tills önskvärt resultat framställts. 

 

        

 
No Category 

Requirement 

Description 

Tolerance / 

Target 

Priority 

(Required 

or Desired) 

Comment 

 
1 Design 

Solution should 
have a low weight 

<500g R 
To minimize material and 
maximize profit 

 
2 Design 

Fit Inner 
measurements of 
drawer (WxDxH) 

>247x367 R 
should allow for as many 
glasses/cans as possible 

 
3 Design 

The design should 
be possible to 
manufacture by 
injection molding 

No negative 
angels 

R   
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4 Design 

Make no changes to 
original drawer 

none D   

 
5 Design 

Fit in smaller ATLAS 
drawer 

none D Half height 

 
6 Rejection 

Be possible to 
recycle 

Be 
manufacture
d in 
recyclable 
material 

D   

 
7 Functional 

Allow for the inner 
compartment of the 
drawer to be 
divided in pockets 

1-45 pockets R 
Should fit the most 
common glasses and 
products 

 
8 Functional 

Divided pockets 
should be possible 
to fixate by locking 

Hold for up 
to 5N of 
force 

D 
While removing and 
assembling inlay 

 
9 Functional 

Pocket height 
should be variable 

60-180mm D   

 
10 Functional 

No elements 
interfering with 
access from top of 
the drawer 

no visual 
interfering 
objects 

R 
It's a drawer so you must 
have access 

 
11 Functional 

Pocket sizes should 
be variable 

at least 41-
82mm in 
steps of  
max: 10mm 

R 
Solution could allow for 
smaller step size 

 
12 Functional 

Separate products 
in neighboring 
compartments 

Clearance of 
3 mm 
allowed 

D 
No part or parts of the 
products should touch 

 
13 Functional 

Components should 
be separable 

At 5N or less 
of force 

R When lock is disengaged 

 14 Functional 

Should facilitate 
keeping a low 
temperature in 
trolley 

Target 
temperature 
of 7°C 

D During transport 

 
15 Usage 

Crevices should 
provide easy access 
when washing 

no crevice 
<1mm 

D   

 
16 Usage 

Sustain industrial 
usage 

>5 years R 
Examples are washing, 
packing, drops and such 

 
17 Usage 

Withstand shock 
forces 

Equal to a 
drop from 
2m 

D While locked 
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Appendix 8: Idea generation Workshop Planning 

The workshop was planned together with Avalon, the following are the schedule and an out-

line of the exercises performed during the workshop. 

Two main problems are identified: 

 Flexibility 

o To be able to pack different sizes of glasses in a steady way 

 Temperature 

o To enable cold to spread evenly in the confined space of the trolley 

Planning 
The participants will be students, engineers and manufacturers of the drawers. The number of 

participants is planned to be between six and ten. The workshop will be divided in sessions 

with dinner between them. Each session shall focus on one of the two main problems. The 

problem shall be broken down into an open but still descriptive sentence which participants 

can brainstorm around. Participants are divided into smaller groups (with around three people 

in each group). 

Flexibility 

Basic problem to solve:  

“How store objects of varying sizes in a way which gives them stability and allows easy ac-

cess? “ 

1. Talking Pictures 

a. A few minutes to generate ideas around the problem definition with a starting-

point in random, unrelated, pictures. 

b. Approximately 5 min 

2. Brainwriting 

a. Each person gets a couple of minutes to sketch or write down an idea. The pa-

per is passed to the next participant, who builds upon or is inspired by the first 

idea. This evolution is written or drawn on the same paper and then passed on. 

The ideas are passed around until everyone has seen every paper. 

b. Approximately 10-15 min 

3. Build 

a. The drawer is presented and the problem is put in context 

b. With materials (cardboard, Styrofoam, glue and such) for making crude proto-

types of the ideas each group will realize an idea using at least 2 of the earlier 

ideas. 

c. Approximately 15-20 min 

4. Presentation 

a. Each group will present their prototype (or prototypes) to the rest of the partici-

pants. 

b. Approximately 5 min 
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Food 
A break for food will be needed. 30-40 min  

Temperature 

Basic problem to solve: 

“How spread temperature between neighboring compartments?” 

1. Talking Pictures 

a. Again approximately 5 min 

2. Brainwriting 

a. Also again around 10-15 min 

3. SCAMPER
15

 

a. Each group will present their ideas to the other group and then switch papers 

with each other 

b. Here the trolley is introduced and that the drawer is packed and stowed in it. 

c. Using SCAMPER each group will combine and improve on the ideas from the 

brainwriting session. 

d. Approximately 15-20 min 

Conclusion 

The final ideas are presented and participants are thanked. All in all, the workshop should take 

around 2 hours. Starting time will be 17:30. 

Materials 

 Pens and papers to write and draw with. 

o A3 papers divided in sections  

o A4 for notes 

o Pens in different colors 

 Building materials 

o Cardboard 

o Styrofoam 

o Glue 

o Tape 

o Straws 

 Food 

o Snacks 

o Fruits/vegetables 

o Dinner 

o Drink (water) 

 Prop 

o Drawer (example) 

o Camera! 

o Pictures for talking pictures 

                                                 

15
 SCAMPER is detailed in Appendix 9: Idea generation Workshop Results, under section ―SCAMPER‖ 
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Appendix 9: Idea generation Workshop Results 

The following is a detailed presentation of the results from the idea generation workshop ar-

ranged at Avalon with students, representatives from the manufacturer and representatives 

from Avalon. Since the workshop was done in Swedish these originals are presented in Swe-

dish, each figure is however translated in the description in a way that makes them under-

standable. 

Flexibility 
On the problem of storing objects of different sizes the groups used the brainwriting technique 

to come up with concept ideas. The result of this session can be seen in Figure A9 - 1 to 

Figure A9 - 12 below. 

  
Figure A9 - 1 – To the left, cylindrical forms are easy to resize with straps or similar the cylinder should fit in a 

drawer. To the right, they can also easily be modular and different materials can be used to control flexibility 

 
Figure A9 - 2 – Making the whole construction flexible could make the logistics more flexible. 
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Figure A9 - 3 – To the left, using pockets of different diameters and depth would account for a lot of flexibility. 

To the right, maybe the height of the drawer could be adaptable by springs? 

 
Figure A9 - 4 – The drawer could be built up in sections where, if you need a higher drawer, you can add an 

extra section. 
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Figure A9 - 5 – To the left, using pockets and also making the drawer divided (so you can open only half the 

drawer) makes for a lot of flexibility. To the right, being able to lock the divided drawer could be useful so one 

side doesn‟t open up on accident. 

 
Figure A9 - 6 – If there are some kind of tracks and guides in the pocket walls they can be changed and moved 

as necessary! 
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Figure A9 - 7 – Uses magnets to hold objects connected 

 
Figure A9 - 8 – The pockets could be color coded to show different sizes and the magnetic field could be used to 

move the walls of the pockets to the correct size. 

  
Figure A9 - 9 – To the left, a stack where products are inserted from the top and ejected by hollow walls on the 

side. To the right, the material should be transparent to allow for a visual confirmation about what kind of 

product is in the pocket. 
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Figure A9 - 10 – The stack should be built in modules. 

  
Figure A9 - 11 – To the left, using replaceable inserts with holes and/or shutters would provide flexibility. To the 

right, the height of the drawer should be adapted for easy access. Also the inserts should be modular so one can 

build an insert that fits different wishes and situations. The modules could be color coded. 

  
Figure A9 - 12 – The storage of the drawers should be flexible so you change the drawer‟s position and always 

have the one you want on the top by a simple push of a button. 
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From these ideas the two groups chose their favorites and build a total of three models as seen 

below (in Figure A9 - 13 to Figure A9 - 15). 

 
Figure A9 - 13 – Drawer with pockets in different layers to accommodate products of different widths and 

height. 

 
Figure A9 - 14 – A drawer divided in two for easy access 
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Figure A9 - 15 – A flexible tube that can change diameter and height with hooks that will let the product stay 

put. 

Temperature: Optimize Airflow 
When tackling problem 2 the groups were shuffled into new formations. The same initial ex-

ercise, talking pictures, was performed. At this point the groups had a little better comprehen-

sion of the problem (since the drawer and such were revealed earlier). Ideas including fans, 

different kinds of holes and ventilation were voiced. 

During the brainwriting session the ideas focused closely on materials and ventilation through 

holes and also some additions like barriers and layered drawers.  

 
Figure A9 - 16 – Brainwriting results for problem 2 where groups, amongst other things, suggested metal strips 

functioning like heat sinks and hole-patterns on the side and bottom of the drawer. 
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The results for the brainwriting exercise of this problem can be seen in Figure A9 - 17 to 

Figure A9 - 22. 

  
Figure A9 - 17 – To the left, using a pattern of hexagonal cutouts on the sides of the drawer will ensure greater 

air flow. Fans could be used as a complement. To the right, adding the pattern to short sides and bottom of the 

drawer should increase the air flow even more. 

 

Figure A9 - 18 – Extending the pattern to lids and using really silent fans would be an improvement as well. 

  
Figure A9 - 19 – To the left, using metal to transfer temperature is better than plastic! To the right, inserts to 

disperse products in the drawers will help air to circulate. 
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Figure A9 - 20 – To the left, having a heat sink in the drawer would help to disperse temperature evenly. The 

heat sink could even take the form of the product stored in the drawer to make it more effective. To the right, 

using trolleys with active temperature control systems would ease the problem. One can also use some sort of 

active heating/cooling wall in the middle of the drawer. 

  
Figure A9 - 21 – To the left, use a thin plastic film that can encapsulate the products in the drawer. To the right, 

disposable ice/heat bags that will keep the products in the right temperature. 
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Figure A9 - 22 – Left, split the storage between cold and warm so you can use and active system and use the 

warmth of the cooling system to heat the warm products. Right, Use corrugated metal to gain a higher degree of 

surface area. 

Later, the SCAMPER exercise, described below, asked the groups to work with the, according 

to the groups, most interesting ideas. This produced some new and interesting variations off 

the already existing ideas, like exchanging heat and cold air between compartments, changing 

materials in the drawers or serving food that was comfortable in room temperature all 

together. 

The reason for using SCAMPER instead of building prototypes for this second problem was 

that it was deemed too difficult to create a proof of concept regarding thermodynamic prob-

lems as opposed to the first more mechanical problem with the time and resources at hand. 

SCAMPER 

This is a technique to force the developer to break up the common pattern one might think in 

when solving a problem (Michalko, 2006). The technique is based on an assumption that new 

ideas spring from modifications of old things. The acronym SCAMPER stands for: 

 S = Substitute 

 C = Combine 

 A = Adapt 

 M = Magnify 

 P = Put to Other Uses 

 E = Eliminate (or Minify) 

 R = Rearrange (or Reverse) 

When using SCAMPER the developer will take the problem or idea sought to solve or de-

velop and run through this checklist. For each item on the list the developer will look for 

pieces in the product, idea or problem that can be substituted, combined, eliminated and so on. 

If the idea is, for example, a taxi service one might ponder what would happen if you removed 

the car, perhaps the new idea would then be a service that rents out drivers. 
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Readers are urged to read more about SCAMPER in Michael Michalko’s Thinkertoys (2006) 

or at Luciano Passuello’s Litemind.com
16

.  

The teams choose two ideas the liked best and proceeded with the SCAMPER technique to 

refine them further. These results are presented in Figure A9 - 23 to Figure A9 - 25. 

 
Figure A9 - 23 – For the concept with hexagonal cutouts plays were made to: Substitute hexagons with squares; 

Combine the concept with a cooling system; Adapt, by using solar power; Modify the drawer to use temperature 

conducting material; Put heat/cold from other processes in the cabin to use in heating/cooling the drawer; 

Eliminate the cold element in the middle of the drawer; Reverse by letting the drawer be totally air tight (no 

need to distribute temperature if it‟s already at the right temperature). 

                                                 

16
 http://litemind.com/scamper/ 

http://litemind.com/scamper/
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Figure A9 - 24 – For the concept with the thin plastic film SCAMPER led to: Substitute the bag with a lid; 

Combine the bag with another bag or a vacuum system; Adapt by using the bag to hold the trash; Modify by 

using a conducting material the evenly spread the temperature. 

 
Figure A9 - 25 – For the concept of the inserts to the left in Figure A9 - 20 the group wanted to: Substitute the 

inlays halves to horizontal levels.; Combine the concept with heat/cold conducting elements; Adapt it by making 

it into a thermos; Modify it by using sources like heat from the jet engine or cold outside the plane; Put the 

drawers to another use and only serve food that should be the same temperature as the room; Eliminate the food 

all together and only serve snacks; Not use cold and warm food at the same time but use first cold and then 

warm. 

As the workshop led to a variety of ideas and seeds for concepts and ideas, the conclusion of 

the workshop was that the next logical step was to use these seeds and further develop and 

generate ideas to reach a final concept. 
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Appendix 10: Personas 

These personas were used during the ideation phase of the project. The personas are mock-

ups from users met during the insight phase. They were used to convey how users go about 

their work and how they feel for different situations during this work. 
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Picture references 
Photo for Persona “Makoi Hassumbi” by: Steve Snodgrass; Some rights reserved: Share, 

Remix and Commercial use under  URL: 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stevensnodgrass/3676125664/  

Photo for Persona “Milena Hidalgo” by: Adam Jones; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix 

and Commercial use under  URL: 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/adam_jones/3774376752/  

Photo for Persona “Jack Strom” by: Josef Seibel; Some rights reserved: Share, Remix and 

Commercial use under  URL: http://www.flickr.com/photos/josefseibel/5537653702/  

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stevensnodgrass/3676125664/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/adam_jones/3774376752/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/josefseibel/5537653702/
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Appendix 11: Scenarios 

Scenarios used when discussing and improving on concepts. The scenarios put the personas 

in different working situations in order to convey their thoughts and feelings regarding the 

drawer in question. The scenarios were used to present problems and make participants dur-

ing the idea generation session feel more aware of the problems attached to the product. In 

short the scenarios made it easy for the people not previously familiar with the problem to 

understand it before starting to generate ideas for it. 

The flexible drawer 
Clang, the clear ring from glass on glass can be heard over the noisy workshop floor. Jack 

eyes the glass quickly, no visible cracks or ruptures, lucky. In the hurry he’d taken three 

glasses at the time and almost cracked them. With an experienced hand he quickly fills the 

glass rack and lifts it to place in the trolley. The glasses sings ominously, the rack is slightly 

too large and the glasses wiggle in the free space. 

12:47 the train has just left Stockholm central and is accelerating out of the city. Makoi 

reaches for the glass and pinches with his fingers to pull the glass out of the rack. His grip 

tightens as the train suddenly lurches to the side, with a curse he wishes that someone would 

fix these ancient tracks. Strange though for all the clings and clangs and lose fit they are quite 

difficult to reach. At least they are somewhat protected to they haven’t broken yet. That would 

be a sight, when a customer would complain about too much glass in the food.  

Now he has to hurry to get the food out before he can take his hard earned break. 

Temperature troubles 
Jack is packing drawers with sandwiches as he’s letting his thoughts wander off into the dis-

tance. The bursting drawer feels heave as he lifts it to place in the trolley. After a slight jam 

and an extra kick the drawer is finally in place. Just four more to fill this trolley. 

Once the trolley is jam-packed with sandwich drawers Jack reaches for the ice bucket. He fills 

the last drawer with ice bags and places it on the top shelf. Quickly before too much cold is let 

out, he slams the trolley shut. His work is done. As he walks out to the break-room he briefly, 

and with a slight sting of envy, wonders where the trolleys will go this time. 

Milena opens the trolley door and checks the content, perfect all the food is there for once. 

Time to serve the passengers. Barely has she sat down on the chair for a brief break before the 

complaints are thrown at her. All the usual ones. Doesn’t taste anything, too much cheese or 

pepper and so on. Blah, blah, she has heard it all before but one sticks with her, ―This sand-

wich is warm‖. Strange, with all that ice in the top drawer one would think all the food should 

be frozen solid. 

Sure enough though as she opens the trolley and feels the lower layers the sandwiches are 

almost warm, weird. 
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Appendix 12: Cooling Concepts 

In this appendix presents three concepts for solving the problem with temperature control in 

the trolleys. As the focus of temperature was dropped during the project these were never 

considered of developed further even though an attempt to rank them was made in Appendix 

13: Concept Choice. 

Cooling 
The concepts for cooling, seen in Figure A12 - 1 and Figure A12 - 2, were all based on 

different ideas on spreading the temperature evenly throughout the trolley and the drawers.  

 
Figure A12 - 1 – Left, a concept with holes on the sides of the drawer would create air pockets on the inside of 

the trolley to spread heat evenly. Left, a metal plate that runs from the top drawer (with ice) would transfer 

energy efficiently throughout the trolley. 

 

Figure A12 - 2 – One plastic profile that raises the bottom of the drawers in the trolley. Beneath this profile ice 

or other cooling agents could keep the drawers inside at a stable temperature. 

Possible Concurrence 
In order to streamline the solution a concept was contemplated that would be a combination of 

the concept presented in Figure 27 on page 52 (a baseplate with holes where one could add 

pins and walls) and the one in Figure A12 - 2. In combining these, where one could raise the 

plate to accommodate for ice or other cooling material beneath, in order to create a simple and 

flexible solution that might include some unique features with value to the customer. 
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Appendix 13: Concept Choice 

The choice of concepts was made by the author together with representatives at Mälarplast. A 

choice was made both for the Flexibility problem and for the Temperature problem, even 

though the temperature aspect was dropped from the final implementation. Below are the de-

cision-matrices used for the concept choice. 

Flexibility 
The three concepts chosen between for flexibility solution are referenced to as 1.) The Comb, 

2.) The Snap, and 3.) The Toy. As seen below The Snap had a slight advantage over the other 

two while The Toy was far behind. 

 

Evaluate Concepts  

Project Name Flexible Storage Solution Date 2012-10-08 

Project Manager Christian Eriksson Version 1.0 

Writer - Status active 

   

Concepts 

ref:no Function Weight 1 (ref) 2 3 

1 Allow For flexibility (pockets) 20 0 0 0 0 1 20 

2 Optimize for injection molding 5 0 0 0 0 1 5 

3 Ease insertion (in drawer) 10 0 0 -1 -10 -1 -10 

4 Ease assembly (by user) 15 0 0 0 0 -1 -15 

5 Minimize bacterial growth 10 0 0 0 0 -1 -10 

6 Allow for flexibility (height) 5 0 0 0 0 1 5 

7 Minimize ware 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Maximize durability 5 0 0 -1 -5 0 0 

9 
Provide locking mechanism 
(while removing) 

10 0 0 1 10 -1 -10 

10 Keep Products apart 15 0 0 1 10 -1 -10 

  
Totals 0 0 0 5 -2 -25 

(evaluate +1, 0, -1 if concept is better, equal or worse than the reference concept for each function) 
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Temperature 
The three concepts that were chosen between for the temperature problem are referenced as 

follows, 1.) Making holes in the drawer, 2.) Metal plate transferring the cold from the top 

drawer in the trolley, and 3.) Plastic inlay that allows ice to be put in the bottom of the drawer 

and product to be put on top of the inlay. 

 

Evaluate Concepts 

Project Name Flexible Storage Solution Date 2012-10-08 

Project Manager Christian Eriksson Version 1.0 

Writer - Status active 

   

Concepts 

ref:no Function Weight 1 (ref) 2 3 

1 Transfer Heat/Cold efficiently 30 0 0 1 30 1 30 

2 Ease assembly (by user) 25 0 0 -1 -25 -1 -25 

3 Minimize bacterial growth 10 0 0 1 10 0 0 

4 Minimize ware 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 Maximize durability 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Economic to manufacture 20 0 0 -1 -8 -1 -8 

  
Totals 0 0 0 7 -1 -3 

         

  

(evaluate +1, 0, -1 if concept is better, equal or worse than 

the concept for each function) 
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Appendix 14: Glass Sizes 

Different airline companies were contacted to find out common sizes for glasses, the list be-

low compiles the result of these contacts. When dividing the drawer with the solution, maxi-

mum pocket sizes for different configurations and number of walls were calculated. These 

were compared to the glass diameters below in order to choose the optimal pocket sizes for 

the solution.  

Company Type Diameter Height Comment 
Emirates Airline Shot 38 70 

 
Emirates Airline Champagne 50 158 Stemmed 

Emirates Airline Drinking 54 108 
 

SAS Drinking 54 107 
 

British Airways Tumbler 55 104 
 

Finnair Champagne 58 115 
 

SJ Drinking 64 54 Square glasses, edge-to-edge is 60mm 

Emirates Airline Brandy 67 102 
 

Emirates Airline Wine 67 158 Stemmed 

Emirates Airline Tumbler 70 102 
 

Finnair Wine/beer 72 90 
 

Finnair Smaller glass 75 55 
 

British Airways Wine 79 62,5 
 

Finnair Coffee cup 80 48 Whiteout handle 
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Appendix 15: Optimization 

The following is a breakdown of the numbers used and calculations preformed to optimize the 

pocket sizes capable by the solution. Calculations were made with Excel and a PHP script. 

When optimizing the guide distance of the solution it was quickly decided that a fixed guide 

distance was preferable to a variable one. Due to the hassle of assembling the solution if the 

guide distances varied depending on which way the pieces were turned. In addition, and for 

the same reasons, the middle guide was placed in the middle of the pieces. 

During the optimization guide distances with a range of 5-10 mm were considered (starting 

with 5 mm and then adding 1 mm for the next distance). By manually testing the durability of 

Polypropylene (PP) plastic of similar sizes this range was deemed viable. This is the same sort 

of plastic considered for the final product. 

As glasses and similar products were considered the most likely products to use pockets, glass 

sizes were collected from several airline companies. The glasses’ diameters ranged from 38 

mm to over 80 mm, a list of these sizes can be viewed in Appendix 14: Glass Sizes. During 

the optimization these glass sizes were considered to be the control for the final solution. 

The thickness of the walls was decided to be (at its thickest) 2.7 mm in agreement with Mä-

larplast. As the inner width and depth of the drawer was 246x366 mm (WxD) the maximum 

pocket dimensions were calculated. The reason to max the pocket sizes was to attempt to op-

timally use the space in the drawer. The results from these calculations can be seen in Table 

A15 - 1. When calculating the sizes it was done both on the width and the depth of the drawer 

since making square holes in a rectangular drawer will produce some irregularities. 

The maximum hole sizes were compared to the glass sizes and the hole dimensions that both 

fit the glasses and produced the largest amount of pockets were chosen as the optimal hole 

sizes. The walls that would make up the optimal hole sizes were converted to positions, which 

all had a distance from the middle. These ―optimal‖ positions were the ones that the final 

product should attempt to match as closely as possible with the fixed guide distances.  

A PHP script was used to sort out the possible guide positions (using the fixed guide distances 

of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 mm) and choosing what positions, produced by a series of fixed guide 

distances were closes to the optimal series. The result for each series can be seen in Table 

A15 - 2. 
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Table A15 - 1 – Shows calculations for maximum dimensions of pockets in width and depth of the drawer.  

Maximum Pocket Dimensions 

Width 

    No. of 
Holes 

No. of 
Walls Total WT Max Hole width 

1 0 0 246,00 mm 

2 1 2,7 121,65 mm 

3 2 5,4 80,20 mm 

4 3 8,1 59,48 mm 

5 4 10,8 47,04 mm 

6 5 13,5 38,75 mm 

7 6 16,2 32,83 mm 

     Depth 

    No. of 
Holes 

No. of 
Walls Total WT Max Hole depth 

1 0 0 366,00 mm 

2 1 2,7 181,65 mm 

3 2 5,4 120,20 mm 

4 3 8,1 89,48 mm 

5 4 10,8 71,04 mm 

6 5 13,5 58,75 mm 

7 6 16,2 49,97 mm 

8 7 18,9 43,39 mm 

9 8 21,6 38,27 mm 

10 9 24,3 34,17 mm 

WT = Wall thickness 
  Table A15 - 2 – Comparing the closest to optimal positions for guides at different distances between 

guides. The comparison starts at 123 mm as this is the middle of the drawer and there is symmetry around 

this point. The goal was to get as many points of the 5-10 mm series to match the position of the optimal 

series (presented in column “Pos”) as closely as possible. The table shows the points that were closes to the 

optimal series for each series with fixed guide distances from 5 mm to 10 mm. 

Optimal positions Closet to optimal 

   no. Pos 5mm 6mm 7mm 8mm 9mm 10mm 

1 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 

2 146,13 148 147 144 147 150 143 

3 147,87 148 147 151 147 150 143 

4 164,45 163 165 165 163 168 163 

5 183 183 183 186 187 186 183 

6 197,61 198 195 200 195 195 193 

7 205,9 208 207 207 203 204 203 

8 219,87 218 219 221 219 222 223 

9 244,45 243 243 242 243 240 243 
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Examining the results in Table A15 - 2 the 9 to 10 mm steps were not satisfactory as their 

closest positions were often more than 3 mm away from the optimal positions. The require-

ments stated that this was not acceptable. The 7 and 8 mm steps were also disregarded as they 

were much further away from the optimal than the 5 and 6 mm steps. The smallest steps (5 

and 6 mm) were similar but 6 mm seemed to be slightly closer to the optimal positions. A 

graphical representation (seen in Figure A15 - 1), together with the numbers, seemed to con-

firm this. 

 

 
Figure A15 - 1 – Visual comparison between guide position with 5 and 6 mm guide distance and the optimal 

guide position. The x-axis represents the hole-positions and y-axis presents the guide distance in mm. 
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Appendix 16: Drawings 

Below are the drawings for the product finally produced by the project. Drawings were made for both the walls and the extension piece. After 

discussions with Mälarplast it was decided that construction drawings were unnecessary since the parts would have to be prototyped directly 

from the 3D model and reworked. The drawings should instead be seen as a document to inform of general measurements to get a feel for the 

solutions size and shape. 
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Appendix 17: Interview Guide 

The following guide was used for the semi-structured interviewed performed with project 

managers and engineers at Avalon. The questions below were followed by questions to clarify 

answers and to dig deeper on subjects that interviewees felt strongly about. 

Guide Template (in Swedish) 
I vilken omfattning har du arbetat med AIM? (det vill säga tid och roll) 

Vad för typ av projekt var det? (in-house, utveckling, product development, IS osv?) 

Vilket syfte hade AIM i ditt projekt? 

Hur fungerar AIM som stöd i utvecklingsprocessen? 

Hur upplever du att kunder (Avalons kunder) mottar AIM? 

Vilka typer av kunder säljs AIM till? (stora/små, har de egen process) 

Hur väl fungerar det iterativa arbetet i AIM? Möjliggör processen en iterativ utvecklingspro-

cess? 

Hur hanterar man eventuella ändringar i ett koncept, om man presenterar ett koncept som vid 

test/verifiering inte riktigt löser kundens/användarens problem eller som till och med lockar 

fram nya problem som skulle kunna lösas med förändringar i konceptet? 

Känner du dig säker på AIM? (kan du faserna, de olika aktiviteterna och dokumentationen) 

 Kontroll frågor:  

o Vilka är faserna? 

o Vad innebär en funktions innovations potential? 

o Vad är en NUD och hur fås den fram? 

o Hur många Tollgates finns i AIM? 

Hur upplever du att personer från de kompetensområden som omfattas av projektet integreras 

i de olika faserna? (det vill säga får produktions personal ge input redan i design fasen osv.) 

Hur väl tycker du att (Avalons) kunder integreras i AIM? 

Vad skulle du vilja förbättra i AIM? (t.ex. mallar, metoder, projektledning, verktyg som 

mjukvara eller stöd och utbildning) 

Har du, och i sådana fall hur, varit med och utvecklat AIM? 
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